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ITHACAN 
The Student Newspaper For Ithaca College 
Issue 8 
L.u·ndin-e loo-ks 
toward Albany 
By Patrick Graham 
U.S. Representative Stanley 
Lundine, democratic candidate 
for lieutenant governor, declared 
in an election-month address 
last Friday afternoon that "I've 
gladly and enthusiastically given 
up ten years of seniority in the 
House to join him ... " 
Lundine, Mario M. Cuomo's 
running.mate, assured approx-
imately so people in Textor hall 
that Cuomo has "no secret plan 
to run for President:·. 
However, if Cuomo decides to 
run for President (he will have to 
quit and, therefore, Lundine will 
become Governor. 
According to the Ithaca Jour-
nal, Lundine said, "I've never 
taken a job hoping I'd get a dif-
ferent job." 
Lundine, who represents the 
34th Congressional District. 
which includes t~e Tompkins 
County towns of Enfield· and 
Newfield, part of cattaraugus 
County and all of Chautaugua. 
Alleghany, Steuben. Chemung, 
Schuyler and Yates. empathized 
that the number one priority of 
their administration. when 
elected. will be "excellence in 
education~· 
He believes there should be a 
large improvement in the educa-
tion system from the preschool 
level to the university level. "It's 
shocking that in this state and in 
this country roughly one out of 
five people are functionally il-
literate," he added, "I want to 
see the illiteracy rate go down 
when we implement these 
education programs." 
In addition. Lundine pointed 
out that Cuomo has spent 43 
percent more on education than . 
the previous administration. 
With respect to the correlation 
between colleges and the drug · 
situation, Lundine does not 
believe that college students 
contribute to the drug problem in 
the state. "The drug problem is 
not greater among college 
students than people of the 
same age group," he stated. 
The former Mayor of 
Jamestown, New York propos-
ed that "industrial revitalization" 
is essential to move New York's 
economy to the prosperity level 
Qf the eqmomic cycle. In con-
jonction wi,th -~ reduction:. in ta~ .. 
rates, and programs' tflat "foster . 
financing, research, and produc-
tivity, Lundine contends that 
"the state can move forward ·in 
terms of ·a real opportunity -
society." 
Simply put. reduced tax rates 
make the state more com-
petitive, therefore, more 
business will be attracted to the 
see Lundine page 2 
·Associate Provost 
chosen for Ithaca 
OctoQer 30, 1986 
...... t, .... ,.,.,. 
Consoling Shoulder 
A woman is comforted by an Emerg;-,,cy Medical Technician after the 
memorial dedicadon ceremony for J.C. Security Off,cer William Chapin. 
A Plaque was dedicated to Chapin for his effort in trying to save the life 
of a student who fell into Buttermilk Falls last March. Chapin lost his 
life in the rescue attempt: 
________________________ .... 
· Volume 18 
Political 
beliefs 
sounded 
By Pamela Benson 
Ithaca College Democrats 
presented "candidate Night" on 
Tuesday, OCtober 28 in Textor 
IOl, to inform the college com-
munity of the beliefs and con-
cerns of state and local can-
didates in the upcoming 
election. 
In attendance were Martin 
Luster. wh9 is running for 125th 
district for State Assembly. Irene 
Stein. Chairperson of the 
Democratic Party for the City of 
Ithaca. representing the Gover-
nor. Mario Cuomo. and Kitty Mat-
tes. representing Mark Green. T 
Democrat for U.S. Senate. 
Stein believes that even 
though Cuomo is thought to tw 
the easy winner there are three 
reasons why it is imperative that 
each registered voter gets to the 
po\es and casts their vote for 
Cuomo. "His record shows that 
fie"'deserves to be re-elected"'. 
she said. She pointed our that 
tax reduction. repairing of roads 
and tough acid rain legislation 
had bern inacted in Cuomo·s 
term. while alc;o responding to 
the needs of the general welfare. 
Secondly. Cuomo is working 
hard on the state \Viele 
deomocratic ticket. including 
Tompkins County. Locally. he 
has campaigned for Martin 
Luster and Mall Morgan. who is 
running for state senate. In addi-
tion. Stein stressed that Cuomo 
has the ability to "'express 
see Luster page 5 
On Oct. 27 Paul Hamill official-
ly assumed the post of associate 
provost of Ithaca College. 
Chosen from some 180 ap-
plicants. Hamill has an im-
pressive record of scholarly ac-
complishments and ad-
ministrative experience. 
f acuity services at the College of 
Charleston in 1982. Since then. 
he has been the primary· 
research officer for all academic 
grant proposals. He also directed 
a unique federal grant program 
to introduce international studies 
throughout the curriculum. 
Alcohol: the laws and you 
Having graduated magna cum 
laude from Boston College, 
Hamill received his Ph.D. in 
American literature from Stan-
ford University in l97l. He taught 
at Morehouse College, Indiana 
State University, Temple Univer-
sity before becoming the 
associate registrar at the··eo11ege 
of Olarleston (SC) in 1976. In that 
position he .was responsible for 
directing attrition research, high-
risk student programs. and 
minority recruitment projects. 
After three years he was pro-
moted to assistant vice presi-
dent in charge of f acuity 
research and development. He 
is credited with curricular in-
. novations,, the tripling of grants · 
income, and a ten-fold increase 
in faculty publications. : 
This success _led to his being 
, , : · ". -nru:n~ as.sistant provost for 
Hamill's administrative duties 
have not prevented him from 
pursuing his own academic and 
creative interests. however. At 
Charleston he directed a suc-
cessful writers· series. 
presented papers at yarious 
educational conferences, and 
occasionally taught classes. He 
also published numerous 
scholarly articles and several 
dozen poems in small 
magazines and academic 
journals. 
His talents and abilities have 
earned him several honors and 
awards, including the Forum 
Prize of the Poetry society of 
south carolina. and the 
American -Academy of Poets 
Prize. He w~ recently .selected 
to appear in Who's Who in 
American Writers, Editors, and 
Poets. 
By Karen Scanlon 
"'I ·.think it"s a transitional 
period. and I believe p<~oplc 
don't realize the extent of the 
seriousness of their actions ... 
said Ithaca College·s .Judicial :\d-
minl<.;trator. Frank Lamas. 'Tm 
hoping as a college ad-
ministrator. through educa-
tion ... it will be enough to lwlp 
people through thl<.; transition ... 
The transistion Lamas talked 
of \Vas -~ the changt>s in 
alcohol laws are effecting tht' 
habits of LC. students. 
It was one of the concluding 
statements made during a one 
and a half hour panel discussion 
on '"The Alcohol Laws and 
You", held in Textor 103 on 
Wednesday, Oct. 22, a continu-
ing program of the National Col-
legiate Alcohol Awareness 
Week. 
The panel led by Mike Kahl. 
assistant director of career plan-
ning and placement. included 
Tompkins Country District :\1-
tornt·y. Benjamin Bucko. and 
Tompkins County Probation Of-
ficn David Spielman. as wt'II as 
1 ..amas. 
DA Bucko. first to speak and 
vocally angry about tht' obvious 
lack of interest in what he fet-L<; 
is a t>ig problem. said what 
l>othered him most about 
alrohol related arrests involving 
college students was "tht>y 
don·1 care. Thry don·, think tht'Y 
do anything wrong." 
What O.A. Bucko talked about 
was the common practice of 
altering identification and pur-
chasing alrnhol for the con-
sumption by minors. 
··when the police arrest a per-
son for altering a license.·· said 
Bucko. "they're commited a D-
Felony. punishable by seven 
years in a state prison.·: 
If _a person is charged with a D-
Felony and it is their first offense. 
lhat person is eligable for a 
Felony Diversion Program. Ac-
cording to Bucko. that person 
has to report periodically to th<" 
probation department. That per-
son also subjects themsdves to 
testing. counseling and 
education. 
· If they fail the 15 month test. 
they are inctirtt>d for a D+elony 
and get a criminal record. If it is 
a second offense. no deals are 
mack. said Bucko. 
·'Even a misdemeanor. which 
most people don·, understanc1.·· 
said Bucko. ··must be put down 
in detail on all job applications.·· 
The same rule goes to those ap-
plying for a professional license 
such as a doctor or a lawyer. 
subjecting the applicant to a 
possible rejection. '"That"s four 
to seven ·years of education 
down the drain." said Bucko. 
Probation officer Spielman 
deals with a high intensity case 
load working only with people 
con,victed of D.W.I. (Driving 
i I· 
see Akohol page 4 
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Lundine -discusses role 
from page I 
state. 
Though New York's economy 
has been experiencing some 
levels of prosperity, and per-
sonal income has grown twice 
the inflation rate, Lundine admits 
that parts of state have not 
benefited from this economic 
resurgency. Areas such as 
upper-New York, the Elmira 
area. the Mohawk Valley, and 
most farming communities have 
been hit the hardest. "The ero-
sion of middle-class, blue collar 
jobs will have a wrenching ef-
fect in the future." he said. 
Lundine gave up his seat in 
the House to run for a position · 
that traditionally holds little 
power. But he believes this job 
will be different than previous 
years. 'Tm not over-qualified," 
he said. 
At this time. New York has 
been without a lieutenant gover-
nor· for the past two years since 
Al Delbello quit his position due 
to undisclosed conflicts with 
Cuomo. 
"Cuomo wanted someone 
else for the job and Delbello 
wanted someone else for gover-
nor - it was a shotgun marriage," 
Lundine said. 
This was due to Delbello win-
ning the primary, and therefore, 
he had to share the ticket with 
Cuomo. who supported a dif-
ferent candidate for lieutenant 
governor. 
The role of lieutenant gover-
nor. as Lundine puts it, is "to 
serve as an executive vice presi-
dent of a private enterprise." 
Lundine said that he will serve 
as the governor's _"right-hand 
man", will implement his pro-
grams. and will act as a liaison 
with public groups. But overall, 
Lundine said Cuomo will be able 
to travel to Washington to ad-
vocate fiscal po1icies for the 
state with a lieutenant governor 
in charge back in New York. 
,. 
October 30, 1986 
Democratic candidale for Lieutenant Govemor Stan Lundine. 
Role-play version of the United Nations organizing 
By Sarah Richmond 
What better way to actively 
experience the life of a foreign_ 
ambassador than to participate 
in a role-play version of the 
United Nations. The Model U.N. 
L<.; a valuable learning experiencr 
in which students actually 
become the representatives of 
foreign rountrie~. 
Generated in 1983 by a group 
from Student Government in 
conjunction with Marty Browns-
tein of the politics department, 
the Model U.N. has been a most 
successful organization. In past 
years. Ithaca ha'i represented 
Italy. Australia. Angola. Peru. 
and Argentina. Before attending 
the mock U.N. meetings held in 
late winter and early spring, the 
students study their chosen 
country extensively, and 
prepare to delegate in accor-
dance to how actual' ·am-
bassadors would. 
While students from all majors 
are encouraged to join. the ac-
tual team is chosen by a selec-
tion committee. "We are looking 
for someone who knows 
politics. the U.N .. and who is will-
ing to put in time to research and 
work with a team." says oavt" 
Jamieson. president of student 
government and one of the 
members of the sc·lrction 
committee. 
The benefits of being a 
member of the Model U.N. team 
outweigh the time put into the 
research. The students not only 
learn about a foreign country 
and its specific policies. hut also 
about the United Nations itself. 
Many of us take the workings of 
the United Nations for granted. 
but actually know ~ very little 
about it. 
In agreement. both Marty 
. l3rownstein and ·communication 
• 
major Garick Zikan feel that the 
knowledge each student obtains 
about himiherself and Ithaca 
College Le; the most rewarding. 
The mo~k U.N. ceremony I.C. 
most frequently attends is 
hosted by Harvard Univrrsity. 
and is comprised of many Ivy 
League institutions. "It can ht' in-
timidating to go up against Ivy 
I .eague schools. but if you real-
ly know your material. they ran·, 
bully you." states Zikan. a 
membt"r of the 1985-86 team. 
Marty Brownstein adds that all 
wtum with a positiV<' feeling 
about I.C.. and the fact that wr 
ran compete with schools such 
as Harvard and come out on top. 
While some schools enter the 
program for either academic 
credit or semester grades. Ithaca 
College participates for thr 
general enjoyment and learning 
that is involved. Zikan believes 
that some of the pleasure woulcl 
-, , ' ,.·_,~ ',' 
' ' ' 'A ,- ', • 
'' :/' 
' , , -~ ' 
107 S. Cayuga St. 
* Open this 
':· · ··sunday 12-5 -----·- - -·- --1 
lw lost ii the team were to com-
pete for grades. Unfortunately. 
manv teams tend to art out of 
tht' character of their countries in 
order to assure tht' passing of a 
resolution -- a resolution pa%ed 
equals a good gracie. 
The Ithaca College chapter of 
tht· Model U.N. is functccl by tht" 
student government. Mmty 
Brownstein states that "One of 
the more compelling things 
about the program is that it is 
both academic and housed by 
student government." Due to 
thr success of the Model U.N .. 
the team encourages studen1 
government to make more 
academic initiatives. Tht' group 
will travel to Harvard University 
February 19-22. and hopes to 
rcpresmt om· of the world 
power rnuntri<·s. 
PARENTS WEEKEND 
BAGEL BRUNCH 
Sunday Nov.2,' 10:30am-lpm~ 
HILL CENTER 
FREE!! · . 
come with parents or with friends V 
or alone. 
. .. , \ 
·Hi: 
Mom. • • 
i i __ _ 
. .. 
,, 
'r'' 
k 
.. 
:,~J1 "f nil l_,Li 
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Substance abuse and its effects addressed 
/ . 
By Richard Evans 
A panel of five speakers ad-
dres.sed the Ithaca College com-
munity last Tuesday, October 21. 
on the topic of substance abuse. 
The discussion was intended to 
increase awareness about a pro-
blem w.hich faces many college 
aged students around the coun-
1 try: alcohol and drug abuse. 
Dr. Florence Richoet. Director 
of the Alcoholism Council of 
Tompkins County, defined 
alcohol abuse as "any use of 
alcohol which causes negative 
consequences or has detrimen-
tal effects physically. emotional-
ly. or spiritually.·· When a person 
continues to abuse the drug 
repeatedly despite its unfor-
tunate consequences, then he or 
she becomes a victim of "con-
tinuous alcohol abuse." This can 
lead to an addiction to the drug. 
Cindy Black, a counselor at 
Alpha out-patient. described 
three important aspects of 
Please Note 
Effective November 1, 1986, 
consumption of alcoholic beverages 
is prohibited-at all times in the 
Ithaca College football stadium, 
adjacent areas and campus parking lots. 
"Tailgate" picnics are welcome 
addiction: 
-Obsession and compusion to 
use the drug 
-Loss of control of how much 
and how often one uses the 
drug 
-Using the drug in spite of 
severe consequences 
Obsession and compulsion in-
volve a constant preoccupation 
with the drug. If a person is con-
stantly thinking about when he 
or she will be able to use the 
drug next, then he or she is 
obsessed with the drug, even 
though their actual consumption 
of it isn't necessarily con-
sistently excessive. 
Alexandra Drumwright. a 
junior at Ithaca College, adds to -
this idea. She said. "It's not how 
much you use or how often, but 
what it does to you." Alcohol af-
fects different people in different 
ways. So one cannot make a 
valid judgement about the level 
of addiction by merely consider-
ing the quantity which is 
consumed. 
11 is the effect, nor rhe amount. 
which is important in determin- · 
ing the extent to which one is ad-
dicted to a particular drug. 
But how can one know how a 
drug is affecting him? 
Brad Kuebler, garden assistant 
and counselor to those who 
have problems with drugs, has 
an interesting answer to this 
question. He said, "You don·t 
know how a drug affects you 
until you give it up." A person 
may not learn about the addic-
tion until he or she trys to quit 
and realizes how hard it is. The 
question still remains: What 
causes dependency on drugs? 
Alan Hoff. garden assistant. 
· shed some light on this question 
by sharing many of his own per-
sonal experiences with drugs. 
He said, "I was dependent on 
something that was going to 
alter my mind." 
Drugs are used to excape from . 
various problems. anxieties. and 
fears about the world. Every col-
lege student has his or her share 
of these kinds of worries. Col-
lege is a time for change, and 
change can be very'frightening. 
As a result. many students 
resort to alcohol or other drugs 
in order to alter their perception 
of the world around them. Drugs 
help them to feel more comf or.-
table and less embarassed 
because drugs can hide their 
most painful feelings ai1d anx-
ieties. This avoidance. however. 
can be very detrimental to their 
mental well-being. 
Cindy Black asserted that it is 
very important that people face 
up to, understand. and cope 
with their own feelings. This is 
pan of the growing process. If a 
person instead decides to 
escape a perhaps uncomfor-
table feeling through the use of _ 
drugs, then he or she may never 
be rid of the anxiety which that 
parlicular feeling evokes in 
!hem. 
Black feels that many people 
think some feelings hun so bad 
that they can kill us. This sounds 
a little silly at first, but many peo-
ple go to great lengths to escape 
their own feelings. Black said. 
"Feelings won't kill you." 
Some feelings may be very 
depressing. uncomfortable and 
very embarassing. But if a per-
son works through and copes 
with !heir feelings, they will 
eventually find relief from the 
connected anxieties. on campus for home athletic contests. 
However, prohibition of alcoholic 
beverages as specified above 
will be strictly enforced. 
Associateship pr.ogram is off-ered 
The National Research coun- scientists and engineers of 
cil announces the 1987 Resident. unusual promise and ability with 
Cooperative and Postdoctoral opportunities to perform 
Research Associateship Pro- research on problems largely of 
Your cooperation 
is greatly appreciated. 
grams for research in the their own choosing yet compati-
sciences and engineering to be ble with the research interests of 
conducted in behalf of 26 federal the supporting laboratory. 
agencies or research institutions. Approximately 450 new full-
whose laboratories are located time Associateships will be 
mospheric sciences: engineer-
ing and applied sciences; 
biological. health, behavioral 
sciences and biotechnology; 
mathematics: space and 
planetary sciences: and physics. 
A wards are made for one or 
two years: senior applicants 
who have held the doctorate at 
least five years may request throughout the United States. awarded on a competitive basis 
in 1987 for research in: 
-The programs provide Ph.D. chemistry. earth and at- see Research page 5 
Ithaca College 
Bureau of Concerts 
---proudly presents ---
Spyro Gyra 
with special guests 
The Steve Brown Quartet 
~unday Noy.9, 1986 
Tickets on sale Oct. 27 at: 
------------------Di1linghc;1m Box Office 
Willard Straight Hall 
@TJOiffflCJN" 
$8.00 JC Community 
(aya~/abl(! only at Dillingham Box Office) 
llO. ()(J' General Public 
....... ., ............. ~-:, l't;"'I ~,l•t•e•,·t:t•r t. t,. • t I I If" I' t ,., .. It• l.',r • .... '.' ' ... ,, ,. ,. ..... 
\ 
\ 
10 ... $ 2.95 
20 ... $ 5.50 
30 ... $ 7.50 
40 ... $ 9.50 
50 .. $11.50 
X-tra blue cheese $.60 
o split orders under 
40 wings. Split qrders $.50 
Free delivery with 
$6.00 order 
\ 
i 
l ) 
, <.-Ptoudly q>resents .... 
1 G"PanGJ>izza,GJ>izza. 
.. 
®Subs to go 
I~ 
\ 
I, { 
• I 
I ;, 
I. , 
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Alcohol abuse and students Time gives aw1rcls .· 
from page I 
While Intoxicated, the worst 
misdemeanors and felons) who 
get probation as a sentence. 
The people Spielman handles 
are those stopped two. three. 
four. and eight times for D.W.I. 
or these caught for a second 
time in ten years. Ninety-eight 
percent of them are serious 
alcoholics. said Spielman. 
"One of the misconceptions is 
that probation is a lighter 
sentence." said Spielman. "The 
conditions for D.W.I. probation 
are very strict. That person must 
obey these rules: 
-Required to see their proba-
tion officer once or twice a week 
or whenever asked. 
JMust allow probation officer 
into their home. 
-Allowed no alcohol. not evt>n 
in the home. 
-Not allowed into any drinking 
establishments. 
-Not allowed out of the coun-
try without a travel permit. 
-Subject to drug and alcohol 
testing. 
-Must participate in alcohol 
rehabilitation until agency says 
the}' have successfully com-
pleted the program. 
If the parolee does not sur-
ressf ully fulfill all thes<." re-
quirements. they may be 
violating probation. and conse-
quently resentenced. 
Even if they were on the 
fourth year and 300th day of a 
fin, year probation. they can be 
moved back to base one or sent 
to a state prison for anywhere 
from 18 months to four ye~1rs. 
Students 
arrested 
at Kleins 
By Fred Stringfellow 
Two Ithaca College students 
have been charged with third-
degree burglary. Robert .I. 
McNirholas. a 20-year-old 
Hnance Major. and Brian D. 
Wright. a 21,year..old Mark~t!ng 
Major were caught burglanzmg 
Klein's All-Sport Distributors Inc.. 
at Pyramid Mall at approximate-
ly midnight on October 16. 
According to Trooper Bean of 
the Statt" Police. the manag<."r of 
Klein's had gone to th<> stow 
after realizing the stor<> kt>ys 
mL-;sing from hL, key ring. When 
he arrived at the stor<>. he found 
the door open and callrd the 
police. 
Wright. a former employee at 
Klein's. and McNicholas were 
stopped by the State Police 
before leaving the store. They 
allegedly attempted to take ~>ver 
S9.000 worth of merchandise. 
Wright and McNirholas were 
arraigned before Dryden Town 
.Justice Edwin R. Sweetland and 
released after ~reeing to reap-
pear at a later' date. 
Avis Rent A Car 
Part time student jobs 
renting and servicing cars. 
$3.50 and $3. 75/hour. 
Tompkins County Airport. 
Contact Neil at: 
257-0441 or 1-729-6015 
said Spielman. . · . the generalization "all colle~e 
The rationale of probation. ac- students abuse alcohol. I call th~ 
cording to Spielman, is to at- the Animal House. n:trth. 
tempt to resolve the alcoholism Statistics show a s1gmf1rant 
of the individual so they can be number of students feel they 
less dangerous on the road. have to abuse ~lcohol. but 11 
Spielman feels his job is two- doesn't nec~ssanly mean a ma-
fold: I) to help in alcohol jority do. said Lamas. 
rehabilitation and 2) to protect Lamas believes that the best 
the community. If he doesn't way students ran counter_ (he 
succeed at the first. he will sur- problem is to make the trans111on 
ceed in the second which will in- from using the downt?"~n b~rs 
evitably mean violation of as the only way to S~)C1ahze. · to 
probation. channel their cne~g1e~ an~! fwe 
Frank Lamas· comments timt' tn ;moth,:r <llrecNm. . 
centered around th~~ .difficulties However, because the laws 
create<! by the raising of the have been in effert for a short 
drinking age. . time. it is going to take time f ~r 
"The approach of I.C. is trying students to re-arrange their 
ro stay in tuned with New York habits. "Unfortunately. it's going 
State laws," said Lamas. "We to take a number of prosecu-
also want to continue what we lions before something gets 
helieve are good educational done ... said Lamas. 
programs rnnceming alcohol on "Based on our eff ~rt~ to cut 
campus." down drinking and dnving. a~d 
These programs includ<> those 10 have more arrests." said 
run hy A.E.C./BACCHUS. the Bucko. "we·ve just started to cut 
Alcohol Education Center. for down on the number of arrests." 
disciplinary and non-disdplinary Howrver. when he thought this 
c\t,;es. the Counseling Center. was a downswing in the number 
and other local agencies. of arrests. the past month ha,; 
Specific alcohol policies of _1.c. shown Tompkins Cou_nty to be 
and New York State are publish- experiencing an increase. 
ed in the LC. Student Handbook. "They're still out there." says 
Lamas doesn't want to make Bucko. 
. , For the seconci year in a'row.- -· who is now a cadet at the U.S. 
Time Magazine is initiating a na• Air Force Academy; the manag-
tionwide search for 100 college ing editor of The Yale Daily 
juniors who excel in ac~~~mi~ News; a pianist who won the 
and extra-curricular act1VJt1es. 1t New York Philhannonic~Young 
was announced on October 2 by People Concert Audition; a 
Time Publisher Richard B. fonner Anny paratrooper and 
Thomas. the founder of the I'm Driving 
Called the Time Achievement Club to combat student 
Awards, the selections are a alcoholism. 
recognition of the nation's most The 1986 Time College 
outstanding college students. Achievement applicatioqs will 
Twenty winners will receiv~ be reiewed by . a panel of 
awards of s2.soo each and their regional judges under the 
achievements will be showcas- auspices of Time Magazine. In 
ed in a special promotional sec- addition to academic excellence. 
lion of the April 6, 1987 camp~ the judges will consider excep-
edition of Time. Eighty ment tional achiever:nent outside the 
finalists will receive S250 each classroom in such categories a<; 
and honorable mentions in the community service, student 
section. All 100 winners will be government. journalism.- en-
given first consideration for in- trepreneurship, visual arts. 
ternships with Time !n~. ~nd athletics and the performing arts. 
other major part1C1pa11ng To qualify for the Awards. stu-
corporations. dent candidates must be juniors 
tn a letter to 300 college and enrolled full time in an ac-
university presidents and deans. credited four-year American col-
Thomas noted that the ac- lege or university. The ~e~dli~e 
complishments of last year's for the completed apphcat1on 1s 
student winners "bore out our December 31, 1986. Winners and 
belief that the quest for ex- finalists will be notified by mail 
. cellence is alive and thriving on on or before March 31, 1987. 
campuses across the coumry.·· Applications are available at 
the dean ·s office or by calling Last year's wi_nners included a 
former \'ietnamese boat person 1-soo-523-5948· 
I 
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It's that time of year again and Irv Lewis & Holleys are 
"Putting On the Ritz!" . . 
It's a celebration you won't want to miss ... te:aturmg 
The Ithaca Academy of Dance performing 
Their "Rockettes Review" Showtirne 2 P.M. Sat. 
- Refreshments Served -
IRV LEWIS HOLLEY'S 
on the commons• open 'til 9 PM Thurs. & Fri. 
october,_30, -1986 THE ITHACAN 5 
Prominent figures present 
facts on drugs and alcohol 
Calvin Hill Mayor John Gutenberger 
By Seth Kornfeld 
A drug and alcohol awareness 
talk took place Monday. Oct. 20 
in Textor 101. This talk wac; pan 
of the agenda for National Col-
legiate Alcohol Awareness 
Week. The two guest speakers 
were the Mayor of Ithaca. John 
Gutenberger, and Calvin Hill. a 
first round draft choice for the 
Dallas Cowboys and presently a 
drug counselor for the Cleveland 
Browns. 
M~vorGutenberger started off 
the talk by saying how glad he 
was that Ithaca College has 
Luster highlights discussion 
from page 1 
himself in terms of effectiveness 
combined with idealism ... " 
Martin Luster pointed out that 
in many ways, the present cam-
paign has reverted back to social 
issues of the sixties such as the 
environment. com~sion in 
government and problems con-
cerning senior citizens. farming 
and welfare. The only difference 
is that conservative Republicans 
and independents are now ac-
cepting these issues into their 
platforms. while Luster has con-
tinually supported these issues 
throughout his campaign. 
Besides the environment, 
economic development and job 
retention are Luster's top 
priorities. He hopes to raise the 
level of earnings in Tompkins 
Col,lnty, create industry in Tioga 
county and look into the utility 
rates and the farming industry. 
Additionally. Luster said that the 
turnout of voters will be the key 
for a democratic victory in Tom-
pkins County. 
nuclear freeze movement. 
represented the Democratic can-
didate for U.S. Senate. Mattes 
pointed out that Green. a pro-
gressive, liberal democrat, is in 
direct opposition on every issue 
with his opponent, Al D'Amato. 
According to Mattes, educa-
tion is one of Green's top 
priorities. He supports 
guaranteed student loans and 
would like to restore cuts that his 
opponent has made. He is in 
favor of increasing teachers 
salaries and also proficiency 
tests for teachers. 
Kitty Mattes, who is currently 
working on Mark Green's cam-
paign and ~ very active in the 
,----lliiiiiiiillll-----------------------· 
'-
Jevoted a whole week to such 
an imponant issue. He hopes it 
will lac;t a lifetime. 
"The use and abuse of alcohol 
starts often enough. vvith only 
hangovers to worry about. " 
said Gutenberger. "hut eventual-
ly leads to a habit. Those 
hangovers become cobwebs. 
and then cables. almost im-
possible to break." Gutenberger 
continued to stress the fact that 
social drinking can be the begin-
ning of alcoholism. "With very 
little effort, you can go from a 
social drinker to a drunk." 
Gutenberger concluded by 
asking all of us. before we go 
downtown to get that "good 
feeling". to take an hour ot our 
time to help out someone who 
is less fortunate or in need of 
help. He said. "You will have 
earned that good feeling." 
calvin Hill took the podium 
and dlc;cussed some different 
reasons why people take certain 
drugs, including alcohol. Some 
take them to escape: some take 
them for rnurage because. "We 
all have a certain degree of in-
security," said Hill. 
Hill then talked about the use 
of drugs in football and many 
other sports including baseball 
and cycling. He said that the 
athletes who used the drugs to 
perform better didn't perform 
any better and in some cases ht' 
saw. the drugs inhibited the 
athlrte·s performance. 
Part of Hill's job with the 
Browns is to deal with this pro-
blem. Many limes athletes 
become addicted to the drugs. 
Hill said the counseling program 
has had a "sobering effect" on 
the players. 
Hill then turned the talk more 
toward• the social and recrea-
tional use of drug.s. He indicated 
that sixty percent of all fatal car 
accidents are alcohol related and 
in his home area. the District of 
Columbia. sixty percent of all 
felony cases are drug related. 
"I think that we have some 
very real problems in society.·· 
Hill said. "These problems are 
difficult to solve sober. impossi-
ble if not sober, if we're not 
secondary conscience 
thinkers." 
Hill defined what he meant by 
primary and secondary thinkers. 
A primary thinker thinks only of 
the moment and not of the long-
term results, while a secondary 
thinker looks ahead of the con-
sequences later on. 
Hill concluded by saying "I 
hope, as we leave here·. we can 
all become committed to fighting 
this war and that we all can 
become secondary process 
thinkers." 
Research program 
from page 3 
shorter tenure. Stipends for the 
1987 program year wi\\ begin at 
S26.350 a year for recent Ph.D.s 
and be appropriately higher for 
senior Associates. A stipend 
supplement approximately 
ss.ooo may be · available to 
regular (not senior) awardees 
holding recognized doctoral 
degrees in those disciplines 
wherein the number of degrees 
conferred by us graduate 
schools is significantly below thf' 
current demand. In the 1986 pro-
gram year these areas have 
been 'engineering. computer 
science. and space-relatect 
biomedical. science. 
Heimbursement is providf'd 
for allowable relocation costs 
and for limited professional 
travel during tenure. The host 
laboratory provides the 
Associate with programmatic 
assistance including facilities. 
WHEREVER 
support services, necessary 
equipment. and travel 
necessary for the conduct of the 
approved research program. 
App1ications to the National 
Research Council must be 
postmarked no later than 
January JS. 1987 (December IS for 
NASA), April 15 and Augttc;t 15. 
1987. Initial awards will be an-
nounced in March and April (Ju-
ly and November for the two 
later competitions) followed by 
awards to alternates later. 
Information on specific 
research opportunities and 
federal laboratories. as well as 
application materials. may be 
obtained from the Associateship 
Programs. Office of Scientific 
and Engineering Personnel. JH 
608-DI. National Research Coun-
cil. 2101 Constitution Avenue. 
N.W .. Washington. o.c. 20418. 
(202) 334-2760. 
YOU WISH TO TRAVEL 
See the Specialists at 
BEAM TRAVEL 
miB-i!!:~ii'iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiii_.._ CENTER 
We've been 
planning 
vacations for 
over 50 years 
•CRUISES• TOURS• HOTELS• AIR• RESERVATIONS 
THE WORLD IS AT: 
BEAM TRAVEL 
'I 
ACROSS THE UNIVl:RS·E 
Nicaraguans killed 
OclOber 21 ;Jlnotega,Nlcaragua: At least 
6 civilians were killed and 30 seriously 
wounded when a crowded civilian 
transpon truck ran over a land mine. Toe 
attack was the second major civilian 
disaSter in recent n;ionths caused by a 
land mine. Residents or the area believe 
that United States- backed guerrillas wew 
responsible for the blast. All official for 
the rebel forces denied that the guerrillas 
were responsible for the blast. All official 
for the rebel forces denied that the guer-
rillas had planted the mine. 
In this attack. many or the victims were 
:hildren between the ages or six months 
and 13 years. women. and several elder-
ly pea<;ants. In a similar attack in July. 34 
pe~ts in this region were reponed 
killed. 
Leaving Bolivia 
October 22;La Paz,Bollvla: American 
troops and helicopters sent to Bolivia to 
help in a campaign against the major drug 
trade will begin pulling out this week. At 
least 30 or the 174 soldiers and three or 
their six helicopters have already flown 
south to the Bolivian city or Trinidad. on 
route to their base..<, in Panaf\la. Trinidad. 
the base for the war against drugs. is in 
the nonheast region or Bolivia and wa'i 
the center for training police for raids on 
roc.aine laboratories. After the American 
troops leave. the United Stares will lend 
Bolivia at lea'it six hclicoptn_., to rontinue 
the eradication or the rnca leat. as well 
a_., cocaine production. s,nc e July t4. th(· 
Joint t'ffort destroyed 18 major 
laboratories. 
AIDS advice . 
October 22;Managua,Nlcaragua: A 
Nicaraguan court refused a delay in the 
trial or Eugene Hasenfus. the American 
captured after his plane was shot down 
carrying supplies to the American-backed 
rebels in that country. Mr. Hasenfus' 
lawyer. Enrique Sotelo Burgen told 
reporters that hL<; request for two extra 
days to prepare his defense had been 
denied. and he would have to present his 
case as scheduled. Mr. Hasenrus. ·a 
retired army officer. told AmeriC'dfl tele\i-
sion he was guilty or ferrying arms to the 
rebels and was charged with terrorism 
and criminal association by the 
Nicaraguan revolutionary peoples 
tribunal. If convicted. Hasenfus could 
spend 30 years in jail. 
American oo trial 
October 22 Washington D.C.;. a report 
to the na!ion, Suigeon General Everett this 
week urged parents and srnools to shed 
their inhibitions and start engaging in 
"frank. open discussions" with young 
rnildren and teenagers about the dangers 
of AIDS. Toe Surgeon General said that. 
m the absence or a cure for AIDS or a vac-
cine to prevent it. the only way to slow 
the epidrmic down is through education 
and discussion. • 
Dr. Koop rejected the idea of rompuL'iOl)" 
blood testing to idrntify infertrd in-
dividuals. He also oppoS('d proposals to 
quarantinr or tattoo carriers of the AIDS 
virus 
In a 36 page report to the While HOll'it', 
Koop madt' his first statement on what 
the nation should do to stop the spwad 
of AIDS. 
.Diplomats expelled 
~ 22;Moscow: In anoiher series of 
diplomatic expulsions. the Soviet Union 
said that five more staff members of the 
United States Embassy would have to 
leave and 260 soviet employees of the 
eml><lssy would be withdrawn. Toe 
soviets also placed restrictions on the 
number of temporary American 
employees that could be stationed in the 
mbassy. as well as the number of 
uests allowed by American diplomats. 
Gennadi Gerasimou. the Foreign Ministry 
·poli.esman. said that other steps would 
be taken if the United States continued 
its "discriminatory practices" towards 
soviet missions_ Toe SOviety steps were 
taken after the United States expelled live 
SOviety diplomats. eqw1izing the m.1rrll>er 
f diplomats at 251. 
Role of co·urt 
Oc1Db1r 23;Wuhlngton D.C.: Allomey 
General Edwin Meese said in a speech 
this week lhal lhe SUpreme Cowt inrer-
prelalions ot the OJnslilulm were not the 
.. ~ laWof lhe land ... He added that 
 offldals shoud be~ by 
their own views and not just the deci-
sions of the Court. In his critique of the 
Supreme Court. Meese daims that it is the 
executive branch's role to enforce 
whatever laws are "necessary". but a 
Supremr Coun decision should not 
establish the supreme law of this coun-
try. Mr. Meese criticized the Court 
be.cause he believes that some senators 
are accepting the Supreme Court rulings 
as the final factor in their voting process. 
Disarmament ideals 
October 23; Washington D.C.: Toe 
debate is continuing as to what. exactly. 
President Reagan proposed in the 
meeting between he and Soviet General 
Secretary· Mikhail Gorbachev in Reyk-
javik. Iceland. on October Uth and 12th. Mr. 
Gorbachev claimed. in a speech last 
week. that Mr. Reagan had "consented" 
to the elimination of nuclear wr,apons. 
However. \\lhite Hol.L5C spokesman Larry 
Speakes clarified Mr. Re.agan·s position 
by stating that athough the total elimina-
tion of nudear weapons WdS a theoretic.al 
ideal of Mr. Reagan's, the United States· 
formal proposal called for the elimination 
of only ballistic miSsiles. in two con-
secutive 5-year time periods. However. 
this line was not pursued in the meeting 
_ between Reagan and Gorbachev. since 
the men were occupied with ·talks about 
Mrs. Beagan·s strategic defense systems. 
which eventually led to the termination 
of the dis(ussions. The \Vhite House has 
refused to releae to the public transcripts 
of the pre-summit meetin/.l in I_celand. 
Mexican diplomacy 
October 23;Mexlco-Clty,Mexlco: Mexico 
has resigned its position in Central 
American diplomacy as its own 
economic and political problems have 
worsened. Foreign diplomats say that the 
Mexican Government has not complete-
ly withdrawn. and will still work along 
with Colombia. Panama. and Venezuela 
to initiate a pe,a{,'t' effon in Nicaragua-and. 
hopefully,' to avoid a fullscale regional 
war. Me'xico has repeatedly offered to act 
as mediator between Managua and 
Washington. in hopes the two govern-
ments will resume the negotiations that 
took place in Mexico in 1984; those 
negotiations failed after only eight ses-
sions. But. despite these hopes, Mexico's 
mediating days are over. as are the days 
when Mexico openly sympathized with 
the leftist revolutionaries. This also is 
thought to result from the state of the 
Mexican economy. President Miguel dl" 
la Madrid stated in his State of the Union 
address in September. that a negotiation 
depends "on the political will of the par-
ties in conflict." 
Peace march 
October 23; New York Clty,NY: A group 
of 800 marchers arrived in New York Ci-
ty afll"r an eight-month march from 
California: 400 of the marchers actually 
began on the West Coast. and people 
joined on as thr journey progressed. 
While the final destination is Washington 
D.C.. New York City was a milestone for 
the Great 1¥-,ace March for Global Nurle,ar 
Disarmament since it signified the cross-
ing of the United States. Toe Group will 
be in Nrw York for five days. attending 
and leading prayer meetings. "teach-ins". 
roncerts. and rallies-then. they will begin 
the last segment of their march. The mar-
chers spent 30 days crossing the Mojave 
Desert. whidl included a stop at a nudear 
test sitr in Nevada. and also climbed 
highways in the Rocky Mountains. Their 
ma.iQpurpose is educating the public on 
the possibility that the world could poten-
tially be blown up at any time: the goal 
is disannament. 
Guer~il.las attack 
October 24;San Salvador,EI Salvador. 
Guerrillas in El Salvador killed five 
militiamen and a ciVilian in their first at-
tack since they called off a truce this 
week. militruy officials said. Toe guenillas 
called a cease-lire hours after an earth-
quake hit the capital October to. The 
rebels<:alled off the ceac;e fire October 21. 
A spokesman for the National Guard said 
the rebels allacked the Militiamen Oc-
tober 26 in santa Glena. 55 miles 
southe.ast of the capital. San Salvador. 
Prison fight 
October 24;Flcnnce,Arlz At leas! 
one prisoner was killed and eight injt.aed 
when about 200 black and while illmales 
attacked t'Aldl other with steel pipes and 
wooden clubs a1 Arizona's oldest prison. 
The fight may have stenmed rrom the 
slaying of a white man on October 22. In 
the dash, a black prisoner was killed. and 
at least three other inmates were critically 
wounded. Many other inmates were 
treated by prison physicians. while no 
Jlrison personnel were· hurt. Twenty 
guards surrounded the inmates and fired 
shot gun blasts to stop the fighting. Many 
corrections experts believe the prison to 
be a stronghold for the neo-Nazi. Aryan 
brotherhood. 
Britain/Syria 
October 24;London,England: The Bnti!Jl 
Government broke off relations with 
Syria. charging that there was "con-
dusive e,idence" that Syrian diplomats 
and intelligence agents were involved in 
an attempt 10 bomb an Israeli airliner in 
April of this year. The British announct>-
ment came soon after a Jordanian man 
was convicted in the bombing plot. and 
sentenced to 45 yt>.ars in prison. Sir Geof-
frey Howe. the Foreign Secretary. said 
that t>Vidence had been gathered that 
showro "plain involvement" of Syrian in-
telligence agents in the attempted bom-
bing. The bomb. placed in an Irish 
woman's bag by her Jordanian fiann·e. 
was dete<1ed by El Al Israeli Airlines a<;· 
she waitrd for her planr. 
In a show of suppon for Grr.it Britain. the 
United Stat1.,>.<; withdrew its Ambassador 
from Syria. Both Presidrrn Reagan and 
St'(retary of Statt" George Schultz ordf'rt'd 
ils Ambassador. William Eagleton to 
wtum home until furthrr notice. White 
House spokesman. Larry Speaks. rnn-
veved President He.agan·s message say-
ing that the United States will not deal 
with a nation that encourages terrorism. 
In addition to tht' Ameriran hithdrawl. the 
Canadian government withdrew its :\m-
ba'iSador to show suppon for England's 
action. 
lmmigran·ts return 
October 24;Washlngton D.C.: Four 
Soviet emigrees announced that they 
wrre returning home berause their hopes 
for a better life wert' not fulfilled in 
America. While interviewed at the SO\iet 
information office in Washington. they 
spoke of political and personal frustra-
tions, divided families. and 
homesickness. 
The four men have left wives and 
children in the Soviet Union. and also 
miss the culture of their homeland. Two 
of the men are Jewish. but feel that the 
words "freedom and democracy" were 
not being lived up to by the United States. 
Two of the men were unable to find jobs 
since coming to America in 1979. 
Paying farmers 
October 24WashlngtonToe oepanmrnt 
of ,\griculture announced the largest pro-
i.iram in history to pay farmers not to grow 
corn. sorghum. barley. and oats. It offered 
52 a bushel for not growing fe,ed grains. 
and economists estimate that IO million 
acres of land will be left unused next year. 
The proi;iram was announced just two 
weeks before the elc<1ions. many of 
which takt> place in the agricultural are.as 
of the Middle West and South. Opponents 
to thr government subsiding feel that 
many senators are using the action as a 
political maneuver to save their seats in 
thr hotLr;e. This policy is believed to bt• 
contradictory to former Reagan fam1 
policy. whim insisted that paying farmers 
not to grow was poor economic policy. 
The new program is likely to cost the 
Government betwen SI billion and 51.5 
billion next year. Proponents to the bill 
suggest that the government will save 
5750 million in planting loans and storage 
costs. The decision was in response to 
the second largest com harvest in history 
this year. 
Lebanese truce 
October 26;Sldon,Lebanon: A truce bet-
ween Pak>stinian and Shiite Moslrm 
militiamen was declared at two refugee 
rustricts in southern Lebanon after thrt>,(' 
days of fighting. but fighling continued in 
a third ref~ area. 
The ce,ac;e-fire. mediated by Syrian of-
ftcials. was designed to stop cJac;i1es bet-
ween Palestinian 
guent1las in the Aln/Khilwe and Mieh Mieh 
districts and Shiite Amal figtitetS in sur-
rounding villages. Twelve people were 
reported killed in the lighting. The ·truce 
was announced after a meeting of Shiite 
and Palestinian leaders. mediated by a 
S)Tian observer. Bolh factions agreed to 
Withdraw their roo:es rrom bolh areas of 
combat. 
CIA recruits 
October 26;New York Clly,New York: 
Respoding to requests made _by the Ce~-
tral Intelligence Agecy. the New York Ci-
ty Police Department will make members 
of the city's force available as temporary 
agents for counter-terrorist operations 
abroad. A C.I.A. spokesperson. cath}' 
Pherson. said that New York is among 18 
major police agencies that had been ask-
ed for assistance for temporary 
assignments. She also said that beca_usc 
of the skills that tht' officers have ac-qwred 
on the job. they would help the agenry 
10 battle the problem. 
Miners killed 
October 26;.Johannesburg,Souih Africa: 
At lr.ast five gold miners were killed ancl 
at least six were seriously injured when 
tons of mining equipment fell down a 
2.600 foot ventilation shaft. Those 
workers killed were all reported to be 
black. The arrident occurred when a 
strel cable snapped. sending a ste~I 
cable down thr shaft at the Handfontern 
E.'itates gold mine. 25 miles west of 
Johannesburg. ,\ spokesman for t~f· 
Estatrs Gold Mining Company sa1<1 
wscue teamc; worked late into the night 
10 untanglr tons of equipmt'nt and search 
for more bodies. 
Red Cross politics 
October 26;.Johannesberg,South Africa: 
The south ,\frican i.iowmrncnt has 
rcartrd to the expulsion of its delt'gation 
from a Red Cross conference in Gt'nt'\'d. 
Switzrrlaml hy ordering 25 Hed C:ro'is 
.workers to leave the country. The ,·ot<· 
to t'XJX'I the South .\frir<lll delegation wa.', 
taken 10 protest aparthied. The- 25 Red 
cross workers wew responsiblr for surh 
1ac;ks a<; vLr;iting political prl<;oners rnn-
\"ictrd of terrorism and treason. Among 
the prL<iOners the Red Cross ha<; _vL<;it~ll 
is Nelson Mandela. tht' black nat10nahst 
leader in that country. The South 1\frican 
governrnrnt expelled thr Red Cr?ss 
workers because they fed tht' organiza-
tion should remain apolitical. They view 
thr Red Cross· decision to expel the 
South African delegation as a violation of 
neutrality. 
Army overcharged 
October 27;Washlngton D.C.: A small 
Virginia-based computer systems sup-
plier. C3 ·inc .. has agreed to pay ss.2 
million in fines to settle the fraudulent 
overcharging that arose in a 19n anny 
contract. In addition, company president 
and chairperson John Ballenger. and a 
company director John Vazzana. will 
resign and have no role in the operations 
and management of C'.3 Inc. for two 
ye.ars. though both men will remain as 
consultants to the board. These actions 
arr highly unusual. but not un-
precedented. As pan of the settlement. 
tht' Army has agreed not to bar CJ Inc. 
from bidding on future contracts: this 
would havt" been damaging to the com-
pany. since ne.arly all its revenues over 
a one-ye.ar period came from the United 
States government. The fint'S. howrver. 
are considered to ht' among the highest 
rver lt>vied against a military contractor 
for false billing: t'Spt'Cially consi<lrring tht' 
small size of C3 Inc. 
Philippine c_hallenge 
October 27; Manlla,Phlllpplnes: Prt>si-
dent Corazon Aquino's advisers have 
begun urging her to take actions against 
her l)(>ft>nse Minister. Juan Ponce Enrile. 
Aquino has declired to a<.1. however. 
until there is solid proof that Envile is do-
ing something to deliberately destabilize 
the Philippino government. as opposed 
to merely criticizing some of Aquino's 
policies. Enrile imprisoned Mrs. Aquino's 
husband. Benigno Aquino. Jr .. and later 
led the revolt that brought her into po~er. 
Many people now believe that Enrile. the 
only official who made the transition from 
the cabinet of Ferdinand Marcos to that 
of Aquino, is most formidable challengt" 
to the president. who has been tht' 
political leatler for eight months_ I.as! 
week. Enrile set into motion an un· 
precedented crisis in the Aquino govern-
ment. which was temporarily settled 
when Aquino compiled with his 
demands for a finner stance on the Olm-
mtllist threat. and the recall of some ron-
troveisial local leaders. But. over the past 
weekend. Fnrile made two speeches in 
which he declared that he was not 
satisfied with her actions. His aids have 
said lhal F.nrile Is delennint'd to ha\'t' 
more power for himself. and may have 
to initiate an opened break with the pre-
sent govemmenl. 
'Mets win Series 
October 28;New Yor1t Clty,NY: On Mon-
day night. after Sunday night's rain delay. 
the New York Mets won baseball's World 
series after seven games: this season. the 
Mets won 116 out of 175 games. Mets third 
baseman Ray Knight was chosen as 
most valuable player in the series. 
Manhattan celebratrd the win with an 
amazing ticker-tape parade that march-
ed up Broadway. from Battery Park to O-
ry Hall. where r.ach Meis player was 
!,liven a symbolic key to the <ity by Mayor 
Ed Koch. Actually. though, there was 
vny little ticker-tape--the crowd of an 
estimated 2.2 million people was inste.ad 
showered by computer cards and prin-
touts. Toe celebration seemingly brought 
1he C'ntiw city to a midday halt. Mets· first 
baseman and team le,ader. Keith Her-
nandez: noted that it was actually the fans 
who had given the te,arn an edge over the 
Boston Red sox in the sixth and sewnth 
games of the series. The only Mets player 
visibly missing was pitcher Dwight 
Gooden. who reportedly overslept the 
parade. While the statistics haven't come 
in yet it L<; suspected that the Mets· vir-
tory paradr of 1986 will be rankrd among 
the top five parades. which are now rank-
<"ll a'> surh: :\meriran hostages return 
from Iran. 1981: Mets win World Serie.<. 
agarnst Baltimore Orioles. 1969: \'ietnam 
\'eterans l"'arade. 1985: Amrrica's Olym-
piC" ~1ectalL<;ts. 1984: amt the parade for 
th<· first three astronauts on the moon. 
l!J6!J. Th<' paraclt>s are rated by th<· ton-
na~e of paper swept up and weighrd hv 
1he Department of Sanitation 
1986 Campaigns 
October 28;Denver,CO: 111e 1986 political 
campaii.ins are entering their final wet>k. 
and the Ot'mocrats appear to have im-
prove their chances of gaining at least thf· 
four seats they need in ordt>r to take con-
trol of the Senate. By way of meeting the 
rhallengc in dose- ract's. Republicans 
have spent million~ in or~er to hri~g out 
voters: they are also rt>lymg heavily on 
President Reagan's popularity to help 
them out. Many political analysts belit>ve 
that Mr. Reagan is the !)('St hope for the 
Republicans keeping the Senate until 
1988. Mr. Re.agan. mt'.anwhile. has <Titiciz-
ed the Democratic party as being "spend-
thrift, we,ak on the military. and soft on 
criminal justice." With his handling of the 
pre-summit meeting with Soviet le,ader 
Mikhail Gorbachev bring Mr. Reagan's 
popularity with voters up. he ha'i tried to 
font<; the Republican campaigns on 
foreil,ln poli('r, as opposed to the 
economy. which seems to be gaining 
favor for the Democrats. The six key 
states in the 1986 Senatorial elections are: 
Alabama 1with a Republican incumbantl: 
Colorado 1whrre the se.at hac; been relin-
quished by Gal)' Hartl: Idaho (with a 
popular Democratic governor runnin/.l for 
the seatl: North Carolina (where thf' 
Rt•publican incumbant recently com-
mited suiridt·J: south Dakota 1a state hit 
hard lw the fam1inl,l depres.<;ion sim·1· 
Democrat George McGovern lost out in 
19861: and. Washington (with two 
moderate..<, runninl,l vrry (•\'C'nly 
throughout the campaigns,. Thr deci-
sions in these six states will most likdy 
deride' the Senate majority for thC' 198/i 
eleruons . 
Vatican on gays 
October 28;Rome,ltaly:New \'atican 
guidelines for Roman C,atholk· pastors will 
suggest that homosexuals be enrourag-
ed to practict' thr sa<Taments. and. when 
a'iSisting homosexuals. pastors should 
take into account psychological and 
medical fa<1ors. Particularly, the Vatican 
encour.igt-s homosexuals 10 practk·r 
Rftunciliation, in which a C',atholic seeks 
forgiveness for sins. The church's tradi-
tional condemnation of homosexuality. 
however. is finnlr upheld by the new set 
of guidelines. which also reminds 
<iergyfllt'n that government programs 
should be focused on the interests or the 
traditional family unit. HomJSexuality has 
heen an iocrea5ing source of controver-
!>)' for the catholic Omrch: for example. 
New ,·Olk City Catholic bishops were 
rf.(:ently involved in a fight against a Cl· 
.IY Council action intended 10 proltx.1 
homosexuatc, from discrimination ohe 
fight was unsua:essruh. The new 
guidelines were written b)• the C'.Mgrega-
tion for the Doctrine of the 1:a1th. the 
\'a1Irari departmem whim .. safeguard<;" 
cathollr lr.Jit'Js. 
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Attendance: who is responsible? 
Did )'OU ever have a professor 
begin the /int class of a semester 
with a price tag? In other words, 
not tell you what you would be 
responsible for during the course, 
but how much money you would 
be throwing away if you didn't 
attend cftm. For those interested, 
one semester class costs approx-
~ely $710, that reduces to ap-
proximately $17 a class that 
meets three times a week and $25 
for a class that meets twice a 
week. 
classes provide an attendlllice 
polky. A professor can choo8e to 
drop the student from the course 
- if he/she has exceeded the limit 
of three unexcused absences. 
This of course does not hold true 
for extenuating circumstances. 
Far many freshman, an atten-
dance policy can be benejkial. It 
can help to teach an individuai 
discipline and re'iponsibi/ity, as 
well as provide the student with 
what a classroom environment 
can offer. 
only help better your education 
by being in class and earning a 
good grade. 
Performance courses can also 
be said to have a mandatory at-
tendance policy. An individual is 
being graded on their perfor-
mance in class. If repeated 
absences occur, their perfor-
mance can not be evaluated. 
Classes that are predominately a 
discussion format can also 
benefit from mandatory atten-
dance, Student participation and 
contribution· to a discussion class 
is essential to learning more. 18 
voices versus 30 voices can only 
enhance one's learning. 
Students who eJrceed the 
limited number of absences 
allowed, are hurting themselves. 
It can in/act, reflect the studen~ 
willingness to learn. If that is the 
case, why bother to attend col-
lege in the first place? 
Looking at the other side of 
the issue, there are classes that 
should not have a mandatory at-
tendllnce policy. Classes that are 
electives have been inaccurately 
defined as classes that an in-
dividual elects to go or not to go. 
Some students feel if it is not 
essential to their major, then why 
bother to attend. Some pro-
fessors and students think that if 
a goad grade can be obtained by 
the Student whether ill attendance 
or not, then the choice is up to 
the student. 
If a student is Ul and attends 
class, the chance of gaining 
anything from the lecture is slim. 
Furthermore he/she risks the 
health of the professor and aO the 
other students. The reverse of 
this situation is also true. A pro-
fessor's perfonnance level cari be 
decreased and the students'health 
can also be at risk. 
When a professor requires at-
tendance, then he/she must place 
the same standards for 
him/herself. It seems quite unfair 
for a professor to state that there 
will be no unexcused absences in 
one breath and in the next tell the 
rill.~.~ that it wUJ be cancelled 
because they must attend a con-
ference out of town. 
College is a time to karn 
responribility for your actions. If 
one chooses to miss classes con-
sistently for unimportant reasons 
and conseqUl!llces occur, one 
must accept them. Rules are 
made and can be bent, but don't 
take advantage of them. 7ry and 
get the most of what a professor 
and classroom is providing-after 
all, it is at kast worth the $720 
you paid for it, if not a whole lot 
more. 
Should the responsibility of at-
tendance be the students or f acul-
ty? It's just another question to 
ponder. 
Gail Kaplan 
Editorials Editor 
Do students take these figures 
into account when they say, 
"I'm too tired, '' "I don't feel 
well" Qr "It's a sunny day in 
Ithaca?" Obviously, one is real-
ly expressing the desire to blow 
off class. A question often rais-
ed is, is a student missing out by 
not going to class? Whether or 
not the answer is yes or no, a 
more direct _question is, should 
Ithaca College have a mandatory 
attendance policy? This has been 
a controversial issue among 
faculty and students. At the pre-
sent time, there is no school 
policy stating that faculty must 
- have a mandatory attendance 
policy. However, individual 
schools have their own policies 
regarding attendance. 
For many upper level classes, 
professors may choose on alter-
native ta mandatory attendance. 
Their choice can also make it 
worthwhile for a student to at-
tend class. Some students need a 
motivating incentive to attend 
class other than what the class 
curriculum offers. Many pro-
fessors are aware of this need and 
some accommodate it. An exam-
ple of an incentive may be that a 
professor will add points for at-
tending class or drop yow lowest 
exam grade for attending class. 
Some students, however, fmd 
this unfair. If an individual is not 
being penaliz,ed for absences, but 
is being rewarded for attendance 
then it seems foolish for the in.:. 
dividual to not take advantage of 
the incentive offered You can 
Injustice is done to I.C. 
Many freshman introduction 
To the Editor, 
on Tuesday. Ortoller 7. an ar-
tir!(· appeared on the front page 
o{ '"The Come\\ Daily sun" 
l==:..~=~~==~=~~==~=====~==~~==an whirh wa<; titl<~d. "\.C. Students ~say <:.U. Ute .-\II Work. No Play." Elissa Vendig, Editor-in-Chief Before I got a copy 01 the paper. Nancy Pracht, Managing Editor I heard the rumors ,iround th<' Glenn Kolker, Advertising Editor 1.c. campus saying tht· cor-Andrew Washburn, Business Manager nclians had written an article 
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rnmd<'ming Ithaca College. 
rnmparing 1.< :. 10 the Ivy I ..eague 
cornt'II. and rla .. i:;sifying south 
,\lill ,ls a '"rnuntry club". But. 
then when l read the article for 
mvs·-·lf. I dL<;ro\·ered that the 
ruin(,rs were inrorwct. Yes. 
llhar,1 Collegr students wt·w 
rnm\\'mned in the article, and 
ws. \.C. was unjtL<;tly rnmpared 
io Cornell. But. no. thL'> w<t<; not 
done hy Comelians. It was. in 
.fart. done quit<· ironically by 
Ithaca <.olle~e ~tu<lt'nts 
thrmsdves. 
The writer for "Tht' Cornell 
Da1lv sun" artidt'. Sarah-Ellt'n 
,\mswr aptmr(mtly il\t('r\'iewcd 
seYeral I.C. students including 
] 
sophomores Eric Rogers arid 
Lvnn Tittldl<)um. The responses 
.. of these two students pro\'ed to 
br a mi.swprcsentation of our 
] 
school. which has wsulted in 
what I b<'li<'V<' to Ile extwnl<'!Y 
detrimental to tilt' wputation 01 
It hara Colle~e. 
For those,of vou who did not 
have the opporiunity to read th<' 
· article. let me brief you. I .ynn 
Tittlehaurn \1vas quoted a<.; say-
ing. "Cornell students are more 
intdligent than we are. The ma-
jority of stuck'nts at Cornell are 
thne for an education ... l.C. 
students are here for an ea.c;y 
wav out." I think that this state-
merit is absolutely ridirulous! It 
L<; an ignorant statement which 
comes from someone who is 
ohviouslv oblivious. I do not 
SJX'ilk for myself when I say that 
I am tl hard ,vorkn and so arc 
the people i:lmunct nw. And. if 
this is "the <~asv wav out." I'd 
sure like to knO\{, wh,-it "the hard 
way out" is. 
.\s for Eric Rogers· rommcnt. 
"'E\'<'l)'Om· got's out of their way 
to show off their stattL'i symbols. 
They talk about trips to Aruba. 
B~tWs. ancl largt' deals their 
fathers are closing." How daw 
ht' make such a generaliz«tii,n 
by saying "evel)'om··· behaves 
like this! I don't know who vou 
il...SOciate with. hut I na\'t' fotmd 
plenty of 1wople at Ithaca Ccl-
lq~e and I haw yet to meet pt·o-
plc with such limited ti:llk. 
Later in th<' article. :\·1s. Tit· 
tlt'haum was quow<I. 'Tm frorn 
Massachusetts. People ask. 
·where do you _go IQ school'?' I 
say ltharn College. They say. 
·where'?' " Ht:'H' she sounds likt· 
those status conscious peop\t' 
Eric Rogers boasts about. Per-
sonally, I don't rnre who h,l'i 
heard of lthara College. The 
name of a school means 
nothing. College is what you 
mak<~ of it for yourself. If you are 
too worried about if you are at-
tending a school that the rest of 
the world has heard of. a school 
which is number one in a 
popularity contest. I suggest you 
reconsidt'r going to rnllege at all. 
You·ve obviot.L<;ly mLo;sed thr 
whole point of education. 
I am a fim1 h<>lit'ver in freedom 
of spee('h. And. l suppost· that 
these two Ithaca Colle~e 
students were <·xercising th<'ir 
freedom by answt·ring the ques-
tions ask.e<l bv "The Cornell 
· Daily Sun".' BLII what these 
students negl<'cted to remember 
is that their brief word~ would 
serve as a wprrst·ntation for all 
ol' Ithaca College. 
Think twin· lwfort· you make 
surh puhlir gPnera\izations. You 
just might off t•nci som<·om·--and 
i><'little yourself. 
Emily Roos 
Speech Communication '88 
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program. huying a \'( :H for tile 
building, arn! <fericling on a 
slo~an for Hall·T-shirts. 
.\ s,.oo activity fee was rnl-
lC'rn·d during th<' August ('hcrk-
in. The money is used hy ttw 
llall council 10 proYi<I(' social. 
cclucational. cultuml and renca· 
tional ev<'nts. Programs from 
previous years. include: pirnirs. 
at Buttermilk Falls. building . 
newsletter, movie nights. C"a.<;ino 
night. guest speakers. ·night at· 
the theatre·. 1.fa(tl<~ <>f the Pizzai;, 
rn!leyball tournaments. 
Your participation i.o; encourag-
<'<l! 11all <:oundl neecl<.; new ,m<i 
creative idc,tc;, and vou haw the 
<1hility to make things happen. If 
vou <lon·t. you may not h,l\'e 
ihat l lc11\oween pany or a chance 
10 have a datin~ ~ame. It's m·v<·r 
too late to ~et involved. Ask 
vour IWsident Assistant or Head 
i{<'sident tor the meeting tinlt' of 
tht· Hall council in your buildin~. 
What art· you waiting fo(? 
come. on - GET IN\'01.\'EU!\ 
Kareri Wheeler 
Head Resident 
Hood Hall 
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·Make the dlfferen,ce: votel 
To the! Ec:lltOr: - · that are out of step with the peo- ban. The House recently voted reverse Reaganism. Let's do all Jane McAlevey .. 
It's rare that single events can pie of our country and the world. for a moratorium on all but the we can, for our generation ·and Immediate past President, SASU 
change the course of world For six years students have smallest :lUclear explosions. A our planet. We're sure we can 6 Moore 
history. It's rarer s~ill when been taking it on the chin. Dur- majority also opposes Star Wars. win. F;:._ President, untted.States Stu-
students can play an important ing the Reagan presidency tui- The IS-month Soviet moratorium Brenda Davenport dent Assoc.· 
role in such events. The lion has gone up 34 percent. on nuclear testing means a Dir., Southern Christian Laa,dershlp 
November 4th elections can fun- Every year we fight administra- historic agreement is within Conference · 
damentally alter our future. In- tion attempts to impose deep reach. Lawanna Gelzer 
Pedro Noguera 
Immediate past President, Assoc. 
Students of California 
deed, these elections can deter- cuts in student aid. The funds The administration can be Pres., Florida Black students Assoc. 
Maryam Samad mine whether there is a future at axed from these and other social compelled to reverse its 
all. . . . programs is diverted to the disasterous course. But to do Keith Jennings . 
Votmg proVJdes the opportum- astronomically expensive alll)s this, we need a change in the !1!':::i::;s~'ltlon Against Apar- Leg. Dir., United States Senate, City Univ. of New YOl1c 
ty for students to make our build-up. This includes Reagan's political balance in Congress. 
views known on vital issues fac- star wars program that will cost This November. we can do that, 
i~g the country. We c:an also an estimated I trillion dollars over by electing a pro-peace and pro-
give them clout by helpmg elect the next s years. people majority to the U.S. 
a Congress that shares our Today we have real Senate. 
views. possibilities to end the nuclear What we do from now until 
Today's student activism arms race. But by their actions November 4th to ensure a max-
reflects the conscience of our in Iceland the Reagan ad- imum turnout of the 12 million 
nation. Millions of people op- ministration has blocked thL,; possible student voters can 
po~e t~e arms _buil~-up, apar- process. As Rep. Ed Markey of make the difference. We. the 
the1d, mterventton m Central Massachusetts said, "The presi- undersigned past and present 
America, cutbacks in student aid dent has sent a world message student leaders urge that every 
and other social programs and that he does not want arms con- effort be made to inspire our 
new levels of racism and trol and that he has put his faith friends and our fellow students 
discrimination. On these issues in the stardust moonbeams of to vote against candidates who 
we share the sentiments of the his Star wars fantasies.'' support Reagan's policies. 
overwhelming majority of the Eighty percent of the people of November 4th is a chance to 
U.S. people. It is the Reagan Ad- the U.S. support a nuclear test serve the cause of peace and to 
ministration and its supporters 
Vote }'es on Proposition 1 
To the Editor: 
Over the decades. industries 
and municipalities all over New 
York have unthinkingly dumped 
huge quantities of toxic waste in-
to lakes. ponds, rivers, and land-
fills of every description. As a 
result, New Yorkers have in-
herited a vast legacy of chemic,al 
pollution hazards that threaten 
the environment and the health 
of ffi\\\\ons of c\t\z.ens. Unless we 
take quick action to alleviate and 
eliminate these contamination 
hazards, the future of our state 
could be tainted forever by in-
tensifying toxic dangers. 
This -coming election day 
(November 4). students. faculty. 
and administrators will have a 
rare opportunity to take action to 
help clean up the toxic dumps in 
New York state. An En-
vironmental Quality Bond Act 
proposal--Proposition #1--will ap-
pear on the ballot for their ap-
proval. It would provide a total 
of Sl.2 million for toxic . dump 
clean-up. with half of the debt 
service of the bond to be paid by 
industry contributions. An addi-
tional s2so million would he 
available for land acquisition and 
improvement. and historic 
preservation. If approved. Pro-
position #I would go far to rnnw 
to grips with the serious toxic 
hazards in New York state. 
The right and necessity of 
Americans to vote is at the very 
base of democracy. a tool we 
chose not to use all too frequrnt-
ly. Rarely are w<:> asked dirrctlv 
how we feel about specific· 
issues. like our environment, so 
it"s crucial to take advantagr of 
this rare opportunity: so vote 
'"YES" for Proposition #1. The 
Environmental Quality Bond Act. 
Peter Cleary 
Politics ~87 
Student is befriended 
.. 
To the Editor: ships that may last indefinitely. 
There are many aspects of our usually. no one thinks twice 
legal system that should be when meeting a new individual. 
questioned. One, which has Last Tuesday, my roommate 
arisen in view of my eyes and I met a gentleman (if you 
recently. is the idea of entrap- could call him that) named Jay 
ment. There are many defini- who is a bartender at the Haunt. 
tions of entrapment, or I should Jay befriended us with a sole 
say, many interpret the word en- motive in mind. The motive was 
trapment differently. Websters to find out information about us 
dictionary's version is: "to catch to discredit us as witnesses in a 
in or as in a trap; to receive or court case against an Ithaca 
trick into difficulty." Few realize drinking establishment. We. of 
that others besides officers of course, had np idea that we 
the law, can entrap. I learned were being blatently used. 
this lesson the hard way. I can't help but wonder how 
In any college atmosphere. this benefited his job as an 
students are constantly meeting employee of the said establish-
each other and forming friend- ment. Could the motive have 
·simply been personal satisfac-
tion? I tend not to believe that. 
When one is confronted with a 
situation like this. are morals 
considered or are they com-
pletely non existent? 
A lawyer has informed me 
that . this action is completely 
legal. My only worry is that there 
are more people out there seek-
ing friendships under false 
pretense. I objected. but it was 
overruled. 
Jay. advertising is the wrong 
direction for you. Try the <;:IA. 
They are always looking for 
stolid people like you. 
Nancy Pracht 
English '88 
Loss of. time between 
cla~ses angers St'!~g!eQ!w.,own 
To t~e Edl!O~: . . . · a ~ot but 11 s a lot to me. That 5 00 you think the Pines is ·going 
Recently, whtle s1ttmg m class mmutes allows me !O grab a hot to open its doors for me at noon 
my pr~fessor expresse
1
d her dog on the. run, smce I ha.ve because this is now when I have 
unhappiness over Ith?ca s sup- classes str~~ht t.rom II to 3.15. the majority of my spare time? 
posedly new pohcy . next Also after s1tt!ng m class for an I seriously doubt ill 
semes~er on the reductton of hour _and 15 mmute~. I feel I need What irks me about this entire 
break time between classes on 15 mmutes to unwm?. situation is how it has supposed-
Tuesdays_ and Thursd~ys from A~d as_f'!" ~-havmg cl~es ly been decided without any 
~5 !O 10 mmutes and t~at a ma- at night thIS IS nd1culous1 It IS bad open discussion among 
Jonty of classes.are bemg mov- enough that we are ~erded off to. students and faculty. What kind· 
ed to the evemn~ to ~as~ th~ NCR for classes during the d~y, of democracy do we hav_e here 
classroom crowding s1tuat1on: but to now h~ve a_ schedule with at I.C.? I'm really praying this is 
If what my protessor says 1s -classes at rngh~ IS _way out of just a rumor.and is not true. 
true. we are going to lose s hand. T~e _evening IS when ! do Jonathan Sobel 
minutes between each cl~. the maJonty .of my studying. Communications Management 
Five minutes mav not sound like And the rare time when I'm not · '87 
Everette Joseph 
Pres., Student Assoc. State Univ. of 
New Yortt(SASU) 
April Taylor 
President, SGA, Fisk University 
BACCHUS says 
thanks for effort-
To the Editor: 
I wanted to take the time to 
L'isue a public thank-you to all 
the people who helped make 
National Collegiate Alcohol 
Awareness Week a success. 
Special thanks is owec;I to Mike 
I .inberg, coordinator of events 
for the week. whosr tireless ef-
fort and enthusiasm was such 
an inspiration. 
Thank you to . all who par-
ticipated in educational events 
over the course of the .week: 
Mayor John Gutenberger: Calvin 
Hill: Dr. Florence Ricciuti: Cynthia 
Black: District Attorney Benjamin 
Bucko: David Spielman: Frank 
Lamas: Alan Hoff: Brad Kuebler: 
and Alexandra Drumwright. 
Your efforts wrre greatly 
appreciated.· 
Most sincere thanks to the Stu-
dent Activities Board: W\'IC 
staff: thr Egbert Union Pub staff: 
Prter Hess and the Academic 
Computing Offict-: and thr A\' 
staff for their involvement and 
support. 
Thank you to Roger Eslinger. 
. Vicki Estabrook and Steve Tro-
piano for judging the bulletin 
hoard contest. 
To the owners and managers 
of Dos Amigos, the Dugout. the 
Haunt. Ithaca International Air-
port. the Pines. Plum's, and Si-
meon's our thanks for par-
ticipating in the designated 
driver program. By acting in a 
responsible manner you have 
set a positive example fornther 
alcohol providers in the 
community. 
A special thank-you to all the 
members of the Alcohol Educa-
tion Committee/BACCHUS 
organization who worked so 
hard and did so much. par-
ticularly: .Jennifer Bain. Rick 
Bonyum. Yvonne Ebert. Nancy 
Herson, Sue Kimball. Dara Klein. 
Paul Mankovich. 5ara Slafsky. 
Kim Thayer and Andr<:>a 
Watkins. 
Last but certainly not least. a 
special thank-you to Dr. Richard 
Correnti and all the Direcior of 
the Student Affairs Staff. without 
whose support both financial 
and moral. Al_cohol Awareness 
Week at Ithaca College ·would 
not have been possible. 
Mike Kahl 
Chairman, AEC/BACCHUS 
Strike for peace 
To the Editor: that Nicaragua will become 
on a recent trip to Washington another Vietnam. 
I had the rare opportunity to talk As Lite~y spoke about the 
with one of four veterans on the atrocities he has seen commit-
steps of the capitol. These men, ted in Nicaragua (men. women 
who risked their lives for and children being slaughtered 
America in Europe and Vietnam. by the Contras). I noticed his 
began a new war against the spee~h · was slurred and his 
Reagan Administration's policies mannerism dulled. So 1 said to 
in Nicaragua. myself, here is a man who is 
world War II veteran Duncan starving to death and once again 
Murphy and Vietnam veterans risking his life for a cause that 
Charlie Liteky, George Mizo and _most ~erican people don't 
Brian Wilson had stopped eating give a damn about. When we 
in protest against U.S. policy in finished talking, he slowly 
Central America. Liteky and removed his glove: his hand 
Mizo had started on Sept. I; Mur- was small and extremely frail. 
phy and Wilson joined them on But he had enough energy to 
Sept. 15. shake my hand firmly and say 
However. after 46 days of in- "thank you." 
gesting nothing but water (with Though the four tasters never 
sugarless chewing gum to accomplished their objective - to 
satisfy the taste buds), the four. bring an end to the war .in 
veterans decided to call it quits. Nicaragua, they.proved that the 
Not because they grew disillu- human spirit can overcome the 
sioned with their plight. but bodies· physical needs. ~ 
because Liteky and Mizo were . Nonetheless. they are plann-
told by their doctors that they mg a new strategy for next year. 
would die within a week of heart They hope to recruit hundreds 
failure and respiratory infection. . of other veterans who ·will be 
Liteky told me that young .:willing to. go With· them· to Cen-
Af1:1erican~ ~ust ~tand_ up a~d .tral ~erica, where.they Will try 
v01ce theu d1Ssat1Sfactton with __-.to mter(ere -with · Nicaraguan 
Reagan's attitude toward ·rebel forces. · 
Nicaragua. He and his three col-
legues believe. beyond a doubt, . Patrick Graham· History '87 
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PERSONALSPERSONALS 
To Michelle F. 
You GO sexual dynamo!!! 
From the Elles 
To the Family: 
Keep a tight ANUS!! 
From KJolnt 
To the CUBES OF ICE: From the wlndown to the 
wall, we don't care! 
Cock Diesel 
Jay: 
• Simply lrresistable. 
K. 
To Ric: 
• Don't worry Ric it will succeed. 
I'm confident. 
KJoint 
Too-stroke: 
• The two most popular with no 
trouble! 
KJoint 
To Lady Di and Prince Charles: 
Welcome to the Family!! 
Jay 
To KJoint: 
I can't live without you! 
J. 
L.F. 
How could I ever forget 
about you. I love you. 
DK 
Here's to the five stars! 
Let's hav.e an awesome 
Halloween! Love 
The 5th star 
C. 
We learn and we learn. I'll 
never forget what happened. 
Someday we'll laugh about it! 
E. 
Dear Sue's Mom & Dad: 
Sue's been a good girl. 
She's been doing all her work. . 
Love always, 
Glad to meat you 
Sue's roommate 
Dad and Suzie, 
How many kids do you know 
that are ''psyched" for parents 
weekend? I love you! 
K.J. 
To the Cubes: 
Give me mine, Represent, 
Go for yours, Get busy, MD, 
MD. 
J. 
Punch & Judy, 
Thanks for letting me stay! I 
love you! 
Lois Lane 
LINGUS, 
Where are you, buddy? 
Come home soon. Love you & 
miss you 
• Penny$ 
Merri, 
Rln·gs, what type of ring? 
Such craziness. 
I love you Penny 
Cryer & Merri, 
Freshman roommates senior 
year. Yeah! 
Moowther, 
I love you! 
Hi Moose Guy! 
Allyn, 
Penny$ 
DI 
Keep your chin up you're 
beautiful & gorgeous and don't 
you forget it. 
Al, 
Somebody Loves you! ME! 
Al, 
You're sensational! And you 
have hot legs! 
To CK, Soup and Mer,. 
Happy Halloween, · ·you 
special ladies! 
All our love, 
wee, CB, so, GM & CD. 
To George and Christopher 
We miss you and hope 
you're loving Trumansburg! 
D.M. 
All our love, 
wee & ce. 
Meet me at 11 :00? Those 
London guys better watch out! 
Can't wait to go with you! 
J.R. 
Hey Julie-
We'll make great roommates 
next semester • We share 
everything! 
D. 
Liz Baby-
Sea you down at Slmeons on 
Wednesday for Stoll and 
Becks! I'm buying! 
.L.G. 
To The Ithacan-
Last call at Slmeons next 
Wednesday night!! Yeah! 
Amy, Annette and Elaine-
Cheer up! You're better peo-
ple. In the end, that's all that 
counts. 
Love, Zap 
Pleasant St. Doodles, 
A weekend without 
SCRUPLES?!!? Thanks ·for all 
the fun! 
Love • Sue & B_arry 
Tommy T. 
How about another intercep-
tion for Parents' Weekend? 
Love • your proud Bronx fan 
Trisha, 
Thanks for a rel~xing 
weekend. You R the best! 
Love & Miss you • Aimikins 
Barry J. 
Just wanted you to see it in 
print: I LOVE YOU!! 
YPA 
Marc-
Are you doing this "Lady 
Di" stuff? Cute! 
·T.D. 
Jim, 
Are you just toying with me 
or cai:i I jump your bones?! 
- • American Pie 
STELLA LIVES!! 
Dear Rudolph, 
I wish you were here with 
me, but I am a senior PT. So in 
the the Bronx I reside, lets go 
to Florida & hide. See ya 
homecoming, can I find a pack-
ing spot? 
Love Santa 
Inquiring Photographer 
Question: What's the scwiest thing you_ have ever done 
on Halloween? 
Mike cantone. Soph. T\'/R 
When I wa'> 1o. 1 poured ketchup all over 
my shirt. when my Mom rnme home. 
she thoUWll I wdS dead. · 
HarriS Coht'n. Frsh,Bus/Mgt 
1 bought a <or for 50 bucks. rut the tor 
off and terrorized thf" neighborhood b 
driving thrvugh bark.yard,;. 
By Jason Micheals 
Beth Ferrar. Frsh. Psych 
1 told children the he,adles.,; horseman 
wao; still on the loose. 
Staph, (Geek) 
You are really a terrific 
friend. I love you! 
• Deb 
To a guy with gorgeous long 
hair, on the 10/6, 2:00 bu~ 
Hope to see you again. (talk· 
ing on the phone In the 
commons) 
• Staph & Deb T9 
Dear guy with short blond cur-
ly hair who wears an Orchard 
Park Lacrosse Jacket: 
Who are you? Please write 
back. 
B.E.L. 
Hey BJM, 
GFRA & GFUWPCA!! 
SRB 
AMC, 
We've seen it all-almost! 
Thanks for the new memories! 
DAW 
L.S. 
Welcome back mum. 
Thanks XO 
Mom & Dad, 
Love you, 
EM 
Thank you for coming this 
weekend. I love you, 
Mar 
K.L. 
-· Happy 21st! No more 
bouncer blues. 
Scott, 
Love you 
Mand E 
Thanks for understanding. I 
do love you. 
T.H. 
Muffy, 
D.U. misses you, but the Pines 
is happy! 
MM 
Gaily Paily, 
Congrats to your Mets! I still 
love you. 
MM .. 
SH 
The candle will always glow. 
T.H. 
Carrir La7...irre . .Ir. T\'/R 
My family tmnsfonned our house in-
to a haunted house and scared the 
hell out of littlt''kids when they trick 
or treated. they loved it though. 
Ht>,ather Dube. Soph. T\'/R 
t dressed up as a vampire. hid lx'hind a 
bush and srnrecl litllf" kids in the town. 
E-
Your mother told us you 
bought a blue nightie!! 
S&J 
Hey all you guys ... 
Who live In huts and Ilka to 
shake your butts. We love you! 
S&J 
Happy Birthday Matt! 
Love DI 
Chewy, Chubby & Sticky 
I want to be back "In Your 
Eyes" 
Your Crazy Freshman 
B.G. 
Who's the Real Browner? 
La Rabbit 
El, Staph, Randi: 
I'm glad you're back 
Love,Deb 
K.P.: 
lsn 't love wonderful? We're 
one up on the world. I love you. 
MZM 
Penny: 
F- the London man. The U.S. 
has bigger fish. Just reel them 
in. I love you. 
M2. 
Deb: 
Cheers to our apartment in 
NYC. 
KP 
De-bra: 
It's time to cancel the NBC 
man. Time tor bigger and bet· 
ter broad-casters. \ love you 
M.Z. 
Spoof: 
I am so happy when we're 
together. I love you._- ~ 
Your Buddy 
John: 
Homecoming weekend was 
amazing. I can't wait to sea you 
this-weekend 
Scarlet 
Pretty Girl: 
I love you like the stars above, 
I love you till I ~He 
A man in love 
:,- ,i ~ ~ 
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Regis1ration for Parent's 
Weekend. Dillingham Lobby, 
9-12. 
Ithaca College Open House. 
Location listed in Packets. 
9-10:30. 
ICB also seeks a Publicity 
h · 1 Manager, a campus 6 Opera-T e AMA wi I be holding an auc- · tions Manager (both executive Career Fair: Oct. 30, 1-4 PM at 
tion on Nov. 4 at 8:00 pm in ff Senior Discount cards will be I II f 
Science 202. Come and auction sta positions) and an Ad· distributed again this Friday in E imra Co ege. Fi ty employer 
. ct ministrative As.sistant. These are the union f~o~ 1_0 am - 3 pm. representatives· .will discuss -
a service an meet people too. one-year positions beginning in ..,_ ___ ..., .......... -----ecareer opportqni~ies with the 
All are welcome! P.S.- Members January. Snorts organizations they represent. A 
have you paid your local S10 'Y great chance to scout out intem-
dues? Every year you must pay Career Panels 11 lanagement h' d t I I · b s your locals. Contact Emil" 1 Y.l l . s ips an en ry eve JO s. top 
, by career Planning for more , 
, History of Ithaca (',allege. Slide Ripps: 277-4660 Julie Gabriel: Parent's weekend career All students interested in sport information. 
Presentation by !Professor Paul ... 2_n_-_35_o_7_: ----------.a Panels: 10:30 AM. Parents of management as an area of study 
McBride!. Gannett m. 9:30-10:30 Ithaca College students will and as- a career should attend Career Planning 
AM. New TV Series dicuss their rnreers in Medicine. 1 one of the following informa- On Nov. 5th at 8 PM in Science 
Parents Career Forums. Loca-
tion listed in packets. 9:30-11:30. 
Parents Weekend/Slide Show. 
· Scienre 202. 10:30 AM. 
Proposals for television program Education. Communications. tional meetings: Thursday, Nov. 110 the Students Psychology 
series for the spring cablecast Administration of Health Ser-· 6 at 7:30-8:30 PM (Hill Center P-5) Association (S.P.A) proudly 
season on ICB TV/13 and cam- vices. Research and Develop- OR Wednesday. Nov. 12 at presents Ms. Penny Chick. Ms. 
pus 6 will be accepted through ment, Marketing, Personnel and 7:30-8:30 (Friends~). Students Chick represents career Plann-
November 14. Producers can ex· Industrial Relations and Accoun- . unable to attend but who want ing and Placement. She will be ·· 
pect to devote an average of 15 ting/Finance. An excellent op- information on developments in discussing such topics as 
. 20 hours a week on program portunity for students to gather sport management at Ithaca Col· Graduate School and job oppor-
Parents Weekend Dance, Ter- planning, production and first hand knowledge and make · 1ege should see Dr. Blann. Office tunities in the field of 
race Dining Hall, 10:00-1:00 PM. cl<imi istration. some important contacts. 40, Hill Center or call ext. 3155. psychology. All are welcomed! 
~~H~A~T ,~S~. HAPPEN IN tr--
Thursday 
',enior Portraits. Cayugan 
School of Communications 
Photography Gallery. "Video 
Photographs." !(Mary Ross11. 
photographer. ground floor of 
Dillingham Center. 8:30 AM to 
5:00 PM. 
. -
Career Fair. Elmira College, 
1:00-4:00 PM 
Feminists {or Awareness &. Ac-
tion Meeting, Gannett Lobby (1st 
floor) 7:00 PM. 
Classic Films presents IIThe Kill· 
ingJ). Textor 102. 7:30 PM. 
Campus Crusade for 
Christ/Athletes in Action week-
ly Meeting, West Tower Lounge. 
7:30 PM. 
. 
Faculty Recital, UPhilip Clarkll. 
Viola, Ford Auditorium, 8:15 PM. 
Alcoholirs Anonymous Mtg., 
Phillips Room. Chapel, 7-8:LS PM 
October 30 
Monday 
Ithaca College Handwerker 
Gallery presents the 7th Annual 
Faculty Exhibition which I will 
continue through out the week 
School of Communications 
Photography Gallery. "Video 
Photographs." II Mary Rossll. 
photographer, ground floor of 
Dillingham Center. 8:30 AM to 
5:00 PM 
Resume Workshop. Laub 
Room, 3:00-4:30 PM 
Student-Alumnoi Association. 
Smiddy Hall 197, 8:00 PM 
Faculty Recital. IIPhiroze 
Mehtall, Piano. Ford Auditorium, 
8:15 PM 
Friday 
Senior -Portraits. Cayugan 
Sr,hool of Communications 
Photography Gallery, "Video 
• Photographs", !(Mary Rossl!;; 
photographer. ground floor of 
Dillingham Center. 8:30 AM 
5:00 PM 
Shabbat Services. Chapel. 6:00 
PM 
SAB Films pwst>nts 
If Poltergiestll. Textor 102. 7 & 
9:30 PM 
IIMatchmaker11. Hoerner 
Theatre. Dillingham Center. 8:00 
PM 
Jazz Workshop. Symphonic 
Band. Ford Auditorium. 8:15 PM 
An Evening of Gymnastics and 
Dance. Ben Light Gymnasium. 
Hill Center. 9:00 PM 
' Saturday 
Loan Applications for Spring 
Sernester Due in Financial Aid 
Offkt> 
Shabbat Services. Chapel. 10:<X> 
Feast of All Saints. Muller 
Chapel. 11:30 AM & 6:30 PM 
Jr. Flute. !!Shari Resselll. Ford 
Auditorium. 12:00 PM 
~-- ~ 
Sr. Violin. IIDana Lamberti!. 
Nabenhauer Room. 1:00 PM 
Organ Lerture Recital. [[Susan 
Piersonll. Ford Auditorium. 2:00 
Jr. Bassoon. !!Bonnie Boroson11. 
Nabenhau_er Room. 3:00 PM 
Jr. Voice, !!Elizabeth Southardll. 
Ford Auditorium, 4:00 PM 
Department of Theatre Arts 
Reception. Main Lobby. Dill-
ingham Center. 4:30 - 6:00 PM 
SAB Films presents liTapsll. 
Textor 102. 7 & 9:30 PM 
ICB-TV. !Bomber's Footballll. 
channel 13, 8:00 PM. FOLLOW 
THE BOMBERTS ON ICB-TV! 
uvocal Jazz Ensemble. Concert 
Band!, F9rd Auditorium. 8:15 PM 1 
Tuesday Wednesday· 
Sunday 
Catholic Mass. Muller Chapel. 
9:00 & 1:00 PM 
Crew. Freeman Cup Fall Regat-
ta. Davidson Boathouse. Flood 
Control Channel. 10:00 AM 
Hillel Bagel Brunch. Hill Center. 
10:00 AM - I PM 
Catholic Mass. Ford Auditorium. 
10:30 AM 
Protestant Snvices. Chapel, 11:30 
AM 
Choral Ensemble. Wind Ensem-
ble. Ford Auditorium. 1:30 PM 
IIPhi Mu Alpha Recitalll, Ford 
Auditorium. 4:00 PM 
Friends of Israel Meeting. 
Chapel. 4:309 PM 
SAB Films presents !!Racing 
with the Moonll, Textor 102. 7 & 
9:30 PM 
Sr. Composition. !!Lucias Par-
shallll. Ford Auditoriom,'&!i5 PM 
Thursday 
· Advance Registration for Spring Advance Registration for Spring Advance Registration for Spring 
~:1ry Club. Friends 208. 8:00 ~!:er Exploration Groups. Sign 1987 . 
PM ups at Counseling Center. Ham- School of Communications 
School- ot communications mond Health Center. Ground Photography Gallery, "Vided 
Photography Gallery. "Video Floor Photographs," IIMary Rossn. 
Photographs", ((Mary Rossll. ·school of Communications photographer. ground floor of 
photographer, ground floor of Photography Gallery. "Video Dillingham Center. 8:30 AM to 
~/:i~ Centtr, 8:30 AM to Photographs." (!Mary- Rossll. s:oo PM 
photographer. ground floor of Resume Workshop. Main 
On-Campus Recruiting, Main Dillingham Center. 8:30 AM to Chapel, 9:30 AM 
Chapel, 4:00-5:00 PM _ 5:00 PM 
Dana Internship Informational Job search workshop. Phillips Alcoholics Anonymous Mtg., 
Meeting. Chpel, 7:00 PM_ Room, 3:oo-4:30 PM ~~llips Room. Chapel, 7:00-8:00 
Gay & Lesbian Alliance meeting, Speech and Hearing Association 
Laub Room. Muller Chapel. Meeting/Pizza Party, Friends Classic Films Presents l(Fail 
7:oo-9:00 PM 309, 7:00-9:00 PM 5afel). Textor 102, 7:30 PM . 
American Marketing Mtg. (IAuc- ASPA Mtg., 109 Smiddy Hall. campus Crusade 'or 
tion of Servicesn. Science Room 7:00-8:00 PM 1' 
202. 7:300 PM (IMatchinakerll. Hoerner Christ/Athetes in Action Weekly 
l(Matchmakefll. Hoerner J'heatre_, Dillingham Center. 8:00 Meeting; West Tower Lounge, 7:30.PM 
2 
, Al Anon Meeting, Phillips Room. Theatre, Dillingham, 8:00 PM Politics Department Lecture 
. ? ""' t Student Government Meeting. presents "Writers & Censors" by Alcoholics -Anonymous Mtg. · 
· r· u ,ape, , 8:3Q-IO:OO PM • ~ f , Gannett lll, 8:15 PM .l(Michaael Scammelll). Textor Phillips Room, Olapel, 7-8:15 PM 
l· .. ,f; ,.: .. · ICB-TV, ((Election Center '8611. 103, 8:00 PM. . LIVE han' 113 9 00 PM llhara COiiege- Concerts-((Williani ·Gaming_ aub m~ing. friends.. H . ,c ne ' : ,com- Parker!!, Ford Auditorium, 8:15 304• 9, P_M __ ··.12.AMJnidri;ni.t,: .·._-_-'. _··-,.s· _.· .. ·._ , .. , prehensive coverage of all state '}" w• it . =-, • and-local contests_: PM · 
~~:r_ ..... -._--... ~.--•. :.-·.·------.. ---.. ·-------.. -----·--------·----a1--------'---l!l-.......... 1, 
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,. ,.,,. This Week in Arts and Leisure 
Vega: A- different sound 
By Nancy Pracht 
Last Saturday night at Cornell's 
Bailey Hall. rhe Ithaca Communi-
ty heard a new type~ of mLL<;ic 
that will soon join the ranks of 
pop and rock and roll: folk-new 
wa,·e. Suzanne \'ega performed 
this typr of musir to a sold-out 
ronrert ·of almost 2.000 fans. 
.-\lthough \'ega has obtainc~d a 
large following in Europe. she 
hai, yet to become a well knmvn 
. \meriran performer. 
\'cga hrgan l}er pertorrrnmre 
hy singing ·:some Journey" 
from her first album. Suzzane 
Vega. 1=rom the first note. \'ega 
had the audienre·s f<~ct tapping··-
and mouths 1110\'ing in unison to 
her's. 
\'c•ga feds strongly ah<>ut Idl-
ing a story or a.' moral in hrr 
songs. Alter wading about the 
rornann· of Odyseus and Calyp-
so in Homer's. Odyssey, \'ega 
wrote a song about Calypso's 
fc·elings on OclyseLt<;' desertion. 
The rrowd· syrnpathized · '"'i_th . 
the characters a_<; thc·y sat in awe 
list<·ning to the song of 
"( :alypso". 
Toward the end of hn hour 
i:U_l~l-4iflt'-(~Q:n}iJ}UtCa·ShOW /\'ega '. ·, .;:, 
!;ang her firs_t MT\' release. 
;.~larlem· on the,.- \\'air·: \·ega 
~tatr<f ·that__shf" Wil.<; SUrprisecl 
.--· tli_at. the song rc·ad1ecl numlwr 
·<ll'le in lsrat'I. . "I didn't even 
know it was out thc>re." \'pga 
lau~hed. Following "Marlene on 
the Wall." she performed "Left 
of o·ntcr" . from the Pretty in 
Pink soundtrack. \'ega finished 
lwr initial show with 
Folk-pop singer Su:.anne Vega packed Cornell's Baily Hall last Saturday night. The crowd was less im-
pressed with the wann up band Mercy Seat. 
She returll(·d to th<' ~rage tor 
her first encore 10 witll(·~~ t1 
standing o,·ation a11d a thun<lt·r-
ing of applause. l)uring h<·r first 
encore. \'<•ga was not affom-
paniecl hy her band 1who sht· 
nwntionrcl was still tm,ml('dl. 
She sang orn· of hc·r newest 
songs and "Tom·s Dirwr" t1 
cappella . 
\'ega wturn<'<I to the st.igc tor 
a ~<·rnncl tirn<'. ,t<;tounclecl h}' tlw 
rrowd's on going wartion . 
. \It hough tlw applm6<' lct<;ted ap-
proximately JO s<·rnnds in lwt-
\\'t·<·n ~ongs. you roulcl hear c1 
pin drop wh('[J she spoke. 
:\ot onlr is \'cga cxtwm,·I~ 
talcnt<·d. but lwr wit and in-
tdligcr1C·c· \\TW cxhihitc<I 
throughout all lwr songs. For 
thos<· of you who attcncl<·cl th<' 
rnnrert. hang on to your tick<·t 
stub hernuse in war~ to come. 
it will lwrnrne a <:ollcctor'~ it<·m. 
l 111for1u11c1t<'ly the t·ntirc <·,·cn-
ing was not an enjoyable on<·. 
O~wning for Ms. \'c~ga. which 
those in att<·ml,mn· ha\'e most 
likely forgotten, was Mercy Seat. 
prol>ably the only gospel. punk 
rock band in cxistcnc<' toda,·. 
The band insulted the ii,-
tdligcnre and musical integrity 
of all watching. The O\'(·rall pic-
rurr· rnn lw descrilwd as a 
woman with Donna Sunmwr 
hair. a tight. short. black dress 
and spiked heels singing loud. 
screaming words of .l<'sus to 
hca,y bass guitar. Hather than 
th<' roar of applausf· that usual-
ly follq,,·s a rx~rformanc;t·. a roar 
of laughter echoed through tht· 
auditorium. The hand should 
··~rE'iV.is and Richard in reVI8W 
By Glenn Raucher 
.. Armed Forces." For his last LP. 
the remarkable "King of 
America.·· Elvis changed his 
Elvis Costello and Richard name hack to his original 
Thompson are two of the most moniker Declan Patrick Aloyisius 
important a~ists cun;,~ntly mak- McManus. and gave his backing 
ing m~i~. t~~-· !Jofti' are vital. hand, The Attractions. the album 
intellig®( songwriters. who off. The move paid off in 
have_ ;·tonsiste_ntly bettered spades. as "KOA" _was. to my 
themselves from album to ears. the most intimate record 
alt>um. Whenever one of them Elvis/Declan had made up until 
releases an album, they release that time. The songs were from 
it into th_e midst 9( great expec- Elvis' strongest emotions. and 
tations. ·and· harsh .-desires. the trio that finished off side one. 
Costello is a household name. "Indoor Fireworks." ".l)ttle 
Thompson still a "cult" figure. Palaces," and the stunning "I'll 
Costello~s new LP "Blood & wear it Proudly:_·_wenfthree of 
Chocolate" will not hurt his Stan- the fin~~t. r,n'oments _ I've -~eard 
ding in: any measurable way. on~ in ages. With little el(:cep-
Thompson•s · "Daring Adven- tion. the remainder of the album 
. tures"· Will. probably not alter his measured up to those song.s· 
I . .: Sfafus ·onhnf.:~"" · .... ilanties bet·. . 
1.-: '}fe?n'.lff{tff'o~ -:they .. ~::!~· -~~d ~hesup~:~ 
· come-' from; ratllt,allytd1fferent ... achievements of the -record 
: ~c~r<>wt~t~%.~\Q8}¥>th previous to "Blood · & 
1 h~ve./_g~~~~}~~~].-mUSj~al;. Olocolate." the p_resent-release t pti,~~J.!!s~--~,-wople_ shed · -disappoints acutely on first 
( clo!h!~S;··::>_~s~~!~<-~~ _ ex-. · glance. . 
'. ~f•Oler,tt~~t:: :,W_•-~4/.:;_~~ntry . , TIW first problem I ~ad. with 
·I L~!'!i~h~u~t.);.-Jl!l~· i\lley the new album is that the pro-
1 . -~timfJtlJe~:bdllifiltt- .. ,m~ . . d '· .. · t .nible:Nick Lowe is . }_ ... --~~\~r~·-1,?~ol\(·~ _:>·-: ~ 9~r:t an ··ext~ded--sab-_ .. 
: ... . :~y?i,-~·:m~~Jf$flh~'ear•: .. · · batical, and I for one cannot see· (' ·. IYf~,:~'.;Ol_.'~My.--?'\~~ '-i.5.:- . why'~yis ~ota!d need I.Owe at 
L; --~·-:· ~OC.~~-~Ji .,anQ· · ... th1s-·pomt ,~n his career. ~we 
t · , .. ·'·.··::' ;' :_·,_:,.,\.~·-·:/~i1}(.:< · < ··,' . . · · · · 
. ··, 
~' -·. . 
adequately produced the first six 
Costello & Attractions discs, and 
then Costello headed in a new 
direction that Lowe was not 
comµatible with. Now he's back. 
and his "dust on the needle" 
production dilutes the impact of 
the Attractions and Costello's 
sound. But. the song.s save the 
sound: Costello is. a-genius: he 
would never admit it, but hi~· 
penchant for saying just the right 
thing. and playing.Just the-right 
notes ·is unfaltering. C,ostello 
ori:te said that his . motivaoons 
early in his· career were 
"revenge and gui1t::-anc1 though 
he's softened somewhat. those 
factors still figure heavily in his 
subject matter. Although he 
seems- to have found domestic 
happiness with .cait·O'Rioi'dan of 
the· Pegues. his tone · is still 
unremittingly bitter. "Home is 
Anywhere You Hang. Your 
Head." is one of the cheerful 
titles and sentiments that per-
vade ''Blood& Chocolate." l11e 
best song on th~ album is the 
long. quiet "I Want,You,",which 
sounds like a .demo: Thus, it is 
the :-most. effective :,production 
co"'i>· p~nt_. ·vou· -want ·hear-
-tache: "DII you mean to tell me 
but seem· t<?Joqte~Si0cf w~n-
were you so generous and inar-
ticulate?/lt's the stupid details 
my heart is breaking for/It's the 
way your shoulders shake and 
what they're shaking for/It's 
knowing that he knows you now 
after only guessing/It's the 
though of him undressing you or 
you undressing." The song.rolls 
on until the only obvious ending 
for the situation: ''I'm. going· ro 
say it once again 'til I instill it/I 
know I'm going to feel this way · 
until you kill it/I want you." 
Mesmerizing. It's a credit to 
Costello that he succeeds 
despite the poor production of 
Lowe. On the other side. Richard 
melodically developed as any of 
Thompson's recent rock-
oriented work. For those of you 
who pref er Richard's more sub-
dued side. there's "Long Dead 
Love," "Lovers· Lane." "How 
Will I Ever be Simple Again." 
and the album's closer · .. Al 
Bowlly's in Heaven ... Thompson 
is nearly as cheerful as Costello. 
In "Long dead love/How much 
dirt must you shovel on what's 
already dead/Don't send flowers 
to remember, send thorns in-
stead/Who's that polishing the 
tombstone over our heads?" 
Cheery stuff. folks. For those of 
you who have followed R.T. 
since the halycon days of Fair-
port Convention, one of the 
seminal folk-rock bands of our 
age. and wen~ initially blown 
away hy Richard's distinctive 
guitar, (Check out Mark Knofler 
of Dire Straits if you want to see 
Thompson's influence.) take 
heart in the fact that it's still pre-
sent. It is. more entwined with 
the songs, but it is out front quite 
often. 
· Thompson hs enlisted . the 
pristine production of· Mitchell 
Froom on his "Daring Adven-
twes ... lhis is also an album that 
does not hit upon first listen. 
Tunes like "A Bone lhrough Her 
Nose." "Valerie." and "Nearly in 
Love." are catchy enough. (As 
is Costello's single "Tokyo 
Stonn Warning.") but at initial 
listen this re<:Ql'(f lacks the pw:ich 
of Thompson's previous work . . 
But soon, the seductiveness of 
his . voice • . guitar playing, and . so brave record buyers. two 
melodic sense team up to grab . old pros have shoved albums at 
you. Toe three aforementioned · us that do not scream ·anct.shout. 
songs, as. well as "Jennie" are as but quietly .s~t themselves. 
i 
~, 
I 
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Is it a_-cifeu·s -"c,·r-· fi01ltlcs? 
By Robin Hoffman 
Having no preconceived ex-
pectations or knowledge about 
·:The Stage You See Before You 
is Her Head". a play performed 
last Friday night by the First 
Street Playhouse. I walked into 
the theatre with an open mind. 
The mind I left with was confus-
ed. but intensely curious. 
After the play and a brief 
perusal of the play's program ii 
lighthearted. carefree. apolitical 
romp. No way, this stuff has 
meaning. 
Toe play opens with the bring-
ing to life of a circus ringmaster. 
A woman turns a large key at his 
back which starts him moving 
and laughing. He thanks her for 
this newfound life by ordering 
her to various point on the stage 
and by groping her. He then 
turns his insults on the audience. 
He states that the audience is 
united by a common love of the 
theatre. but that the audience are 
leeches living off the sweat of 
the actors. He benevolently 
commands. "Don't spoil our 
feast. Go on with the stealing." 
The audience is also told by the 
ringmaster that, in essence. it is 
our fla¥'5 that make theatre 
possible. 
The actors in the next scene 
appear in white paper uniforms 
upon which various political 
statements are scribbled. one 
male actor · had the popular 
slogan "make love not war" et-
ched on his posterior. It is 
revealed that the actors are 
merely headless and conse· 
quently brainless mannequins. 
The mannequins believe that 
humans are only poor imitations 
of themselves. They believe 
that clothes look far better on 
them than they do on humans. 
They. unlike humans. need no 
cotton to stuff and fill in places 
so that the clothes will be flatter- rent "official. legitimate" stance 
ing. The mannequins wonder are displayed. This reviewer 
why it is that such a do-nothing chose to concentrate on the 
species as humans are given mannequin scenes because 
heads with brains. Just then a they seemed more easily 
human invades their world unde1St'1fldable, and thus easier 
weaving a type of brain hat with to analyze .. This: play ·aroused 
various sexual body parts and a such curiosity ·and interest to 
handful of money projecting make it worth seeing twice to 
f:-um it. sex and money are seen fully comprehend its subs,tance. 
as the big corrupting factors in Only the nex! time sit faraway 
this play. They make humans from the large cardboard skull. 
competitive with those of their - · 
own sex and also make humans The next First Street 
fiercely competitive in the Playhouse production will be 
workplace. "Scream, Chamber of Horrors" 
"The Stage" is a type of October 30, 31 and November 1. 
political three-ring circus in Tickets are ss and are available 
which three different methods of at McBooks and Smedley·s 
expressing dismay for the cur,: Bookstore. You won't be bored! 
-- became evident that "The· 
Stage" is an adaptation of works 
by three propagandist Polish 
playwrights: Bruno Jasienki. 
Konstantly lldetons Galczynski, 
antl .lerzy Atanajew Oust try to 
say those names three times 
fast and see what happens). 
There three unpronounceable 
artists wrote at different times in 
a Poland being tom apart by 
various forms of oppression. 
The aim of "The Stage" is not to 
glorify the Polish people struggl-
ing against oppression, but to 
demonstrate the work of these 
three artists struggling to find a 
space from which to •counter 
that "official, legitimate" voice. 
Exit Party d_ebut 
After being greeted by a 
shower of confetti from the ac-
By Jennifer_ Lloyd other bands. The show flowed 
together very nicely:·· providing 
the crowd with an exciting and 
entertainl'lg performance. 
year. He and .JB. the guitarist. 
have hoped to get a band 
together for over a year now. but 
it wasn't until t_hey found Kenny 
and Hoby tnat , they began 
some serious "jammin'." 
r tors (as was the rest of the au-
dience). this reviewer noticed a 
large, cardboard skull hanging to 
my immediate right. Pretty 
heavy scenery for a part scene. 
huh? Scribbled on the wall 
behind the skull read: 
After rehearsing and playing 
together for approximately a 
year. a group of four Ithaca Col-
lege student? made their debut 
at the Dugout's happy hour on 
Friday, · Oct. 24. calling 
themselves Exit Party, the band 
includes lead singer Adam 
Loenberg. guitarist JB Chupick. 
bass player Kenny Berger. and 
drum player Hoby Rowland. 
Their music consisted of 
mostly "new dance" music. 
with songs by musicians such 
as Joe Jackson, The Police. and 
u2. plus a variety of tunes ~y 
Exit Party certainly brought in 
a full house and kept them there 
until almost 8 p.m. playing two 
encores to finish off the evening. 
Even a few brave souls sup-
ported the band's-tunes by dan· 
cing, which added to the at-
mosphere of the Dugout. The 
reviewer was impressed. as 
were many others. and the 
players were happy with the 
outcome. 
peal. His dynamic'performance 
in singing with enthusiasm 
created an -atmosphere with 
high energy. More than simply 
singing words to the songs. 
Adam had a way of putting 
meaning into the lyrics by ad· 
ding a "spice of life". 
This reviewer was drawn to 
the group. not only by listening 
but in watching as well. By all 
means. it was worth it. 
Adam has been performing for 
some time now. You might 
remember him as one- of last 
year's Open Mike Night par-
ticipants. or possibly as Prince in 
the Lip Sync contest, a~ last 
All this had led them to where 
they are now. the newest group 
to arise out of Ithaca COiiege 
since MILC and 4-Play. 
. Fortunately, it won't stop here. 
Exit Party has plans to continue 
playing, and in fact. will be ap-
pearing again at the Dugout on 
Friday November 7th at 4:30 
p.m. If you missed the perf or-
mance last time. be sure and 
catch them this time around. 
·- --. 
"Nicaragua is Spanish for Viet-
nam". One would tend to 
assume at this point that this 
evening's play will hardly be a 
Adam Loenberg. lead singer. 
certainly a_dded to the band's ap-
O·FF CAMPUS 
APPLICATIONS AVAILA-BLE 
FOR SPRING '87 
FROM THE OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS:. 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 27,. 1986 
through 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1986 from 
8:30AM to 5r:OOPM. 
RETURN APPLICATIONS: 
beginning 8:30AM MONDAY, 
NOVEMBER 17, 1986 through 
FRIDA Y,NOVEMBER -21, 1986 at 
5:00PM. 
.................................. 
*Applications prioritized by class standing and the date and time 
application is received and approved on an as needed basis. 
*Late applications (those submitted after November 21, 1986) will be 
placed behind applications submitted by the deadline date and prioritized 
on a first come, first serve basis. 
'A COi ,I ,E~ ....... 
CONCERTS '86-'8 7 
SEASON SUBSCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE 
SAVE 20% OFF REGULAR TICKET PRICES 
Wednesday, November 5, 1986 
WILLIAM PARKER" 
BARITONE 
Sunday, March 22, 1987 
KATIA and MARIELLE 
LABEQUEt 
DUO-PIANISTS 
:Columbia Ar11S1s Managonvtnt Inc tlCM Ar11s1s. Ltd Presents 
$19.00 General Admission 
$16.75 llhaca College Faculty, 
Staff and Admomstrat,on 
Fne.nds of Ithaca College 
Olher Students 
S 9.50 Senior C1t1zens 
llhaca College Studenls 
SEASON SUBSCRIPTION TICKETS 
• (available by wr1t1n9 or phoning) 
lthilca College Concer1.s. 
SChOo+ot Music 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca New York 14850 
16071 274-3171 
All performances Degin al 8 15 pm in the Waller Ford Hall Aud11or1um llhaca COilege 
Don I m1ss this opportunrly lo hoar lheso 1nterna.11onany renowneaan1sis c:I subSCnp11on pt1ccs 
-Convenle!'I free parking-
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:egga-e ba.nd sing$ of life 
·'· 
lthoconlu/811 Davis 
Reggae band Burning Spear lit up the Haunt last Tuesday night to an 
exuberant crowd. 
By J. Frank 
After an almost unreasonable, 
but seemingly obligatory delay 
which went hand in hand with 
such deliberate, methodic 
melody, Buming Spear lit up the 
smoky interior of the Haunt with 
some authentic, rather consis-
tent Reggae tunes. 
warming them up were The 
Majesties, a loud pseudo-
reaggae type group boardering 
on metallic territory. The active 
crowd seemed to enjoy the 
heavy guitar and thick bass 
which The Majesties opened 
with. but this reviewer was im-
pressed with the way they settl-
ed down into a more traditional 
reggae-rype focus. 
It was a tense switch from 
their metal trend opening into 
the rythmic reggae, but once 
the lead guitar removed his 
sunglasses i;lnd cut the un-
characteristic slides 0ut of the 
beat. and the beer drinking Peter 
Tosh-look-alike vocalist switch-
ed from the syn th to guitar. The 
Majesties rounded their set out 
well. The drums. both hand and 
stick. were consistent 
throughout-complimented by 
the members· unquestionable 
enthusiasm. 
Although the sound was quite 
blaring for so small an area. the 
general theme of revolution. 
social depravity and injustice 
was recognizable in the lyrics. 
· The end of their· act was far 
more entertaining than their 
brash opening tunes which 
sounded sterile and commercial. 
The Majesties wrapped up 
around 10:50. and the anticipa-
tion began to build. After what 
seemed like an eternity, the 
lights -.yent down and the peo-
ple were ready. The Spear wail- u 
ing away by 11:30. and by 11:40 
The Haunt was effectively reg-
gacized. and the crowd reaction 
was excellent. 
Up front was sweltering mass 
of people elbowing, swaying, 
and in general rocking together 
as all devoted front row concert 
goers do. 
Burning Spear expressed 
disgust and conveyed contempt 
for a crisis in South Africa. and , 
cried out with screams of need 
for freedom for all in modern 
.......... ·•~• ..... • 11 "It• ......... '·'"· 'I'•• I• t 1 ........ " ~ .. Ii.•,• t.\., •••• _,,;,,., .... ,.},11.f.t,•,• 'It ,4, ,,,; 1 •.• 
civilization. The message wac, 
authentic and genuine. as was 
the beat. Nelson Miller. an 
associate with the band 
proclaimed. 
"We have our own styli:' 
sing about life-just listen" 
The listening was easy - I 
thought I detected a bit of Black 
Ohon and Yellow Man traces 
which enhanced their fine 
rhythm. Their horn section was 
also a superb compliment, and 
in no time, the crowd was sining 
on the bar and packed in front 
looking like so many pliable 
trees swaying in a tropical 
breeze. 
Each song drew huge ap-
plause. and deservedly so - to 
one criticism this revil:'wer 
found. in addition to a few 
observers not so completely en-
tranced as those in front. as a 
lack of variety. They could have 
managed a few more upbeat 
tunes tocontrast monotonous. 
but effectively hypnotic rythms 
which dominated the set. 
Otherwise. they drew nice ap-
plause to merit encores which 
further mesmerized the crowd. 
overall. Burning Spear played 
well. spoke mcdningf ully and 
rocked the Haunt on Tuesday 
night. It was a treat to feel the 
beat produced · and enjoy some 
fine. genuine island music in 
Ithaca. 
ON CAMPUS 
. REPRESENTATIVE 
.. 
Have fun while 
earning top pay. 
Call 
1-800-932-0528 
POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE 
AREA REP MANAGER 
Earn salary, commission and 
free travel. Position involves 
management of area campus 
reps for a national college 
travel and marketing firm. 
Approximately 20 hours per 
week, ideal for senior or 
graduate student. 
CAMPUS REP 
Earn commission and free 
travel Market ski and beach 
tours on your campus. 
Call Michael DeBoer at 914-
682-1795 or write to Amer-
ican Access Travel, 141 Cen-
tral Park Avenue South, 
Hartsdale, NY 10530 
CALL lOllPREE 
(800) 992-3773 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• .q,.q-.,Q-,cQ><.Q,•..Q,<Q> • 
• • • • 
• • 
: Are you interested : 
: in running a college ski trip to : . 
: an exclusive Vermont resort? ; 
: Earn money while you ski and • , 
•· : party. Please call Cindy at • j 
• 802·644-8851. : : 
• • • • • • • : ._?-«:;r.,,-_ • ,. ·' 
•• • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
., .• i• I .t ,t •°' t t .t I r. " ' , • ~ :I t \, t t 1, t t t ~ 
' ' 
\ 
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_ collegiate crossword Clues: -~.cream ·chamber 
~ Edward Julius Col lcg1ate CW8.\--1 
ACROSS 48 Gennan pronoun 
49 - tide 
13 Fate 
15 Long Island 
1 Pocket the cue ball 50 Certain lodge university 
8 Airline company member 20 Extremely depressed· 
23 Type of peach 14 Beforehand bargain 51 Fur coat material 
15 Large shellfish 55 Wire measure 25 Low-pitched 
16 Shoots a gun again 56 Press - woodwind 
27 Gra11111atical 17 Leaves 58 So 1 vent ingredient 
18 Lady sheep 60 Incomplete structures 
19 Noisy disturbances 61 Holy places 28 Pitcher's statistic 
31 Mr. Whitney 21 Part of NNP 62 Fitted within one 
22 "God's Little -" another 33 Slangy throw 
24 Slender fish 63 Gannent workers 35 Sailed 
25 Italian seaport 
26 Prearranged fight 
27 Jazz percussion 
instruments 
29 Arabian seaport 
30 Elinor of the Met 
32 Gershwin piece, for 
short 
34 College courses 
36 Track team 
39 Self-centered one 
43 Newspaper item, for 
short 
44 Makeup of cards 
46 Football's -
Graha'II 
47 Laminated mineral 
DOWN 
36 Aaron's specialty 
37 Texas city 
38 Comedian Don -
1 Butter, jam, etc. 40 First on the list 
2 Hair style (2 wds.) 
3 Sports official 41 Wood or leather 
4 "- was saying .. " worker 
5 Infield covering 42 Like some bathing 
6 Liz Taylor role, suits 
for short 45 Whip 
7 Red-letter woman 51 Created 
8 Above: Ger. 52 Employed 
9 Siestas 53 Yearn 
10 Longshoreman's 54 Type of insurance 
union (abbr.) 57 Ending for 
11 Whirlwind correspond 
12 Became a contestant 59 Mr. Conway 
Bored o{ the same old Hallo-
ween routine? Witches and 1 
goblins just don 'I scare you like 
they used to'? What DOES scare 
you? The First Street Playhouse 
has what SHOULD scare you. 
SCREAM CHAMBER, a haunted 
house with a twist. This is no 
spookhouse for the young but a 
maze of modem horror. real and 
psychological. "Brilliant. theatre·· 
praised the East village Eye. 
"managing to be both festive 
and scary." 
Alone. you are admitted info a 
world of your deepest fears. 
Doctors. nuns. terrorists. the 
CJ.A .• and more are there to sur-
round. tempt and. most o_f all 
fri~ten you. 
Admission is ss. with proceeds 
benefiting the First SI. 
Playhouse. For more informa-
tion call 273-4226. 
THE ITHACAN NEEDS YOU. TO TYPE! 
Finger tapping is what we need, 
we'll hire you quickly 
' if you have speed. 
-
Not much time, lots of fun, 
you'll get paid 
when the work is done. 
*********"'f:r"f;('{::{i:(i::( 
************** 
************** I 
If you need money to survive, 
call Carrie at 
********** 
********** 
********** 
* * * * * * * *·* * 
********** 
************** 
************** 273-6865 
$10.00 OFF 
any purchase over $30.00. 
with this ad. 
i, -
SOPHISTICATED 
SOLES 
, CommunHy Corners 
257-3089 .. 
Experience the excitement of Ithaca's remarkable 
marketplace. 20 exciting specialty shops and 
_cafes showcased under a skylit roof. 
Shoooina to meet your style~-
: -l-
·11 ..,_;;.., 
• . J >>:·.· 
MEET· vo·u ·A·T THE CE'N'TER! 
M,T,W, Sat 10-6, Th & Fi tiH 9, Sun '12~5 
, 
i 
! 
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Pioneer Festival 
By Mary Maguire 
Although the Cayuga Natuw 
Center is only 15 minutes away 
from Ithaca CO!lege campus, if 
you visited it this past Saturday 
you would have felt like you had 
just taken a trip in a time 
machine. On October 25. the 
center held its Fifth Annual 
Family Festival of Pioneer Life. 
The.displays showed the I980's 
modernized American how the 
Pioneers handled the hardships 
of day to day life. 
The displays were separated 
into three categories: food and 
basic needs. clothes. and fun. 
The food exhibits were usually 
th<" most crowded. One could 
watch apples being crushed and 
pressed. into apple cider right 
before their eyes. An onlooker 
who asked "what happens to 
the stems." realized the answer 
after she took a sip of rider and 
found the stem. Other displays 
were on buttermaking and ice 
cream making. 
As we moved onto the rlothes 
exhibits we found out just why 
those angora and wool sweaters 
are so expensive. There were 
two· angora rabbits whose 
owner carefully takes off their 
hair by hand. spins it on her own 
wheel. plies it into her own yam. 
then proceeds to create 
beautiful. warm. unique 
sweaters. (Just think a campus 
without duplicate sweaters that 
were all bought down on the 
Commons!) We were also lucky 
, to see how they tie-died in the 
1800's. Granted the colors 
weren't like the dies we 
sometimes see at MILC ron-
cerrs. but the concept was in-
teresting. The fabrics use( were 
dyed with roots. bark, flowers. 
or seeds and resulted in a light 
or dark brown bandana. 
The exhibits which portrayed 
the entertainment Pioneers en-
joyed were mainly directed to . 
the kids. but there were some 
activities for adults too. The ap-
ple carving exhibit was where 
those wicked-looking women 
were being made. Craggry old 
faces that always resemble an 
old math tearher were being 
· c~rved by .!_l'l_~n youngsters. 
It is at the candlemaking 
display where all manners and 
social graces were lost. Dipping 
a wick into the wax and trying to 
create something that looks like 
a randle is a very frustrating ex-
perience. Some adults were so 
filled with the anticipation of the 
candle and so frustrated with the 
time it was taking, they began to 
push through and cut the line 
right in front of children! 
In the end. the Family Festival 
proved to be an educating and 
interesting afternoon. The 
Cayuga Nature Center will be of-
fering more exhibits and ac-
tivities in the future. The next 
program the Center will be offer-
ing is a Survival Weekend on 
November 14-16. The weekend 
will inrlude the ronstruction of 
survival shelters. first aid, animal 
tracking and the use of traps and 
snares. sleeping outdoors, and 
·natural history. The price is 
S65.00. For more infonnation on 
the weekend or about becoming 
a member of the Center. write to 
Cayuga Nature Center. 1420 
Taughannock Blvd .. Ithaca. 
Gl:T A TAN 
FEATURING 
UVA Sunbeds 
With a 
IN 
· rrHAC~1\ Facial Tanner & 
Stereo within 
each bed. 
5 Sessions for $20.00 
Offer Expires October 31, 1986 
·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:·=·=·=·=· 
~~~~~~Err 
Cllnton West Plaza M·f 8·8 Sat-Sun 9·3 
A SEMESTER IN BOSTON 
WILL SHOW YOU WHY THE BRITISH 
WERE SO RELUCTANT TO LEAVE. 
Boston, Massachusetts. 
It's been America's favorite college town since 
Colonial times. 
Simmons College is located in the heart of Boston, 
a city rich with history, culture, museums and 
theatres. It also has 60 colleges and 200,000 students. 
Now you can discover this remarkable city during 
The Simmons Semester in Boston. 
The Simmons Semester offers extensive liberal arts 
and professional studies for both men and women. 
For more information about this unique opportunity, write today or 
call 1-617-738-2107. 
You'll find out_ why the British would rather go to war than leave Boston. 
.. 
1HE 
S~ONS 
SEMESTER 
·IN·BOSTON 
r------------------, I I'm interested in spending a semester in Boston. I 
I Please send me more information about I O Spring D Fall D Summer semester I I ~ 
I N~E---=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=---=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=---=--= I I ADDRESS I CITY _________ STATE ____ zIP __ _ 
I TELEPHONE ( I 
I COLLEGE, _______ LOCATION______ I 
• • • L f\d~~s~~~~~llege~~~~~1~n, M~~J 
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r-------------------------, I O YES, I'm interested. please send me the complete preparar,on course checked below I 
I GAE D $14900 LSAT D $15900 DAT D $28000 I 
I 1~~~1:~=l(dll 1;r:~t~~!:' ~~;~~!~:~ I 
I • 351 pagesotwr1rtenma1enal • l60DaQeSrJwrr!1erima1~ua1 fl::::~t::;'1J~as"tllntetVINI I 
I .~~!,,,a1.,.,o s11900 .~J......,~~~~ :;~2=::,=. .. ~, I 
I :;~~~1:!'111~~a:!:r,.a1 ~~=:~1w1ysrs D Pleasesendme I 
I : :~:=:::1':a,en.1 more information I 
I SendtoG.A.P.S., 500ThlrdAve. W., Box 34057, Seattle, WA98124-1057 I 
I Call Toll-Free 1·800-426·5537 ext. 1241 (Alaska, Hawau and I 
Name 
Wasti1ngton State Residents call (206) 281-1241_) I 
AMtss 
please pnnt I 
no p o. boxes p~ase I 
---------~--- I City/State ___ _ 
lll,examc1ate ____ ________ Sctoi I 
lll,~rn1.-.-__ ,.____ ____ _ 
VISA# _________ MC • 
E,rpr;t01date __ ~e ______________ _ 
______ + _____ _ 
Caine Cost. Postage.I~·· --TacalEncilled 
CODE 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~--~----------------------~ 
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FISHER 
12" THREE-WAY 
SPEAKERS. 
STV827 Natadv.$139 ea $139 pr. 
Im FISHER~-
Technfcs SBK410 15" three-way 
Bose 201 II 2-way Bookshelf 
ep'ston Acoustics A100 Digital Ready 
studio perfi>rrnancel 
. . 
PANASONIC 
· SYSTEM Wl"(H 
DUAL DECK 
AM/FM stereo receiver · 
. wilh 1:iuilt-in double deck, 
digital tuning, belt-drive 
turntable, speakers and 
handsome cabinet! 
SC3010 Nat.adv.$300 $199 
.FISHER ··100 W 
SY.STEM 
14 band graphic equalizer 
lets you.customize your 
music to your own taste! 
10· lhree-way speakers, 
quartz digital tuning, dual 
cassette deck, turntable 
arid handsome cabinet! 
8610 Nat.adv.$800 $599· 
. .. ~ -
. .. BmJ 
-·-. . 
- -- .. 
FISHER HQ VHS VIDEO RECORDER 
High quality video system with wireless $ 31 g . 
remote! FVH906 Nat.adv.$449 
MITSUBISHI HQ VHS 4-HEAD VCR 
Crisp, clear special effects! Wireless $4 6 8· 
remote. HS339UR_ Nat.adv.$550 
Panasonic PV1364 HQ VHS VCR 
Toshiba M5600 4-head, Dolby stereo 
Panasonic PV1563 HQ 4-head, Dolby 
$119 
SA913 Nat.adv.$175 
WATT/CHANNEL RECEIVER 
SONV 80 WATT/CHANNEL RECEIVER 
Advanced audio/video control center with outputs for editing. 
STRAV760 Nat.adv.$500 · 
Technics SA929 50 watt/channel Digttal Receiver 
Denon DRA355 40 wait/channel, 5 AMIR.i presets 
JVC RX3BK 45 watVchannel, remote control 
·. Nat.adv: SALE 
$275 $199 
$300 $229, 
$300 $249 
$89 
FISHER DUAL 
L::..!:=b~===:!...!!!!!!:!!:!!!!!_:_1=:i:==~CASSETTE DE~K 
Double deck system for tape copying! 
CRW36~ ;Nat.adv.$150 
.$139 
RSB917 Nat.adv.$190 
DECK 
Dolby S&C noise reduction, soft touch controls. 
Nat.adv. SALE 
TECHNICS RST10 EDITING DECK 
with soft touch controls, dolby B ..•.... $200 $1 5 9 
S.ONV TCW230 HI-SPEED DUBBING DECK . 
Sony quality at an affordable price •••• ·• $200 $1 7 9 
SONY TCW730 HI-SPEED DUAL 
AUTO-REVERSE DECK •••••••••••.•• $400 $339 
SONY AUDIO CABINET 
Woodgrain finish 
cabinet. SUS550 
Nat.adv.$159 
! 40% off all Speaker Stand~! f 
Bush T224 TV Cart. Nat.adv.$55 $35 
Bush A642 Audio Rack 
Nat.adv.$140 ............... :. $99 
~~~~d~~$~~t~~_i~'.~i~~.0• ~.~~~ .. $1 0 9 
90 days same as cash 
MANY EASY WAYS TO PAY ~~~liill 
INSTANT 
CF;IEDIT 
to q1,1s//f/ed 
customers 
PANASONIC, 
STEREO RADIO 
CASSETTE 
··RECORDER 
RX4830 Nat.adv.$70 $48 
-- - -
- --
FISHER COMPACT $179 
DISC PLAYER 
You'll enjoy the super realistic sounds captured on 
the digital audio disc - now everyone can afford it! 
AD813B Nat.adv .$349 
TECHNICS SLP100 $239 
High speed linear motor access system 
SONY CDP25 $ 
Program up to 16 selections! 2 4 8 
DENON DCD1300 
NEW REMOTE DISC PLAYER $4 79 
Top-of-the-line with wireless remote. 
FISHER 
BELT-DRIVE 
TURNTABLE 
w/cartridge! 
MT710 Nat.adv.$90 
Nat adv SALE 
Sony PSLX340B Fully- Automatic $120 $11 s 
Technics SLOD33K Quartz, direct dr $195 $1 49 
Denon DP7F Fully Automatic $160 $159 
I 
MAXELL VIDEO TAPE 
Buy 4 and Get 1 Free 
from Maxell! ·$499 
ea. 
90 MINUTE AUDIO TAPE 
Maxell UR90 ·s.99ea 
Maxell XLIS90 $2.99ea 
Denon HD7·90H2 · 
two pack ••• $4.49/2 
THE GUARDIAN 
I Chemung_ Electronics Extended Warranty I Service Plan · , .·. 
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lthaca makes playoff·s fro_m P'llf.~.19 . 
ing a state· tournament bid are about 15 minutes left in the game scoring they would need and a Bomber goals in what could 
.... ., -
slim since only eight teams will IC, realizing this was a "must 1-0 victory. possibly be their final game. ':5 
make- the playoffs. win .. game. became offense- To avoid being swept for the one IC player noted. "It was rnce 
cond half. Cilento·s goal camt · 
on a well-executed cross frorr 
April Smith where Cilento head 
ed the ball into the net. Later ir 
the half. Nolan knocked in wha · 
turned out to be ifie game 
winning goal. 
Upon returning from fall break. minded and brought the defense week. IC came out on Saturday to see Mo and Terri score and 
IC was ready to make a stretch up to try to score some quick and beat St. Lawrence 2-1. the team win in the last game of 
run to the playoffs:; however, goals. However. senior "Mo" senior captains Terri Cilento and the season." 
Brockport State was able to tum Nolan. IC's catalyst on offense. "Mo" Nolan scored the two Both IC goals came in these-
the Bombers away 3-1. Once went down with an injury and 
again, it seemed as though the was unable to continue. Nolan's 
Bombers were in complete con- absence on the field was felt and 
trol of the game as they limited IC was unable to score. A con-
Brockport to seven shots on goal troversial goal by Brockport in 
while knocking 24 shots which IC goalie Donna Glitzer 
themselves. Unfortunately, for claimed she was hit while hav-
lC. three of Brockport's seven ing possession of the ball. seal-
shots were converted to goals. ed the Bombers· fate 3-1. 
Losing 1-0 at halftime. IC came Two days later. IC traveled to 
out looking very strong as the of- University of Rochester and lost 
fense poured the pressure on 1-0. After the Brockport loss. the 
the Brockport defense. putting IC offense could not seem to get 
many shots on goa;=>. To the started. Rochester took advan-
spectators it seem{ d like it tage of this by resting a little bit 
would be just a matter of time on def cnse and gearing 
before IC would score. themselves more toward the of-
However. about 20 minutes in- f ensive end. Still. the Bomber 
to the second half. Brockport defense looked strong as it was 
squeaked one by goalie Donna tested many times. IC was able 
Glitzer to take a 2-0 lead. The to turn Rochester away every 
Bombers answered that goal time except one in the second 
eight minutes later to slice the half which gave UofR all the 
Brock rt lead in half. 2-1. With 
Fed Up With Face Time 
join ... 
CDC 
Collegiate Dating Club 
Serving Cornell University 
Ithaca College 
and Wells College 
Low Membership Fee: 
One Semester: $10.00 .. 
- • -~ t, 
One Scholastic Year: $15.00 
c·a11 ·for free information: 277-6193 
,,·.. . 
''I wanted the best 
Paralegal program, 
1·chose Adelphi''· 
• Oldest and largest AHA-approved 
program in NY State 
• Effective employment assistance-
over I, 100 employers have hired 
Adelphi graduates 
• Choice of time and location-Day 
and evening classes in Garden City, 
Louise Wood Huntington and Manhattan 
• Diversified curriculum-specialize in Litiga-
tion; Corporations; Estates, Trusts and Wills; 
Real Estate; Employee Benefits or General Practice 
• NY STATE GUARANTEED STUDENT 
LOANS 
A recruiter will be on campus November 
16th. Contact the Career Placement Office for 
an appointment. 
Foryourcopyofthe La~er's 516-485-3602 Assistant Catalogue and an 
invitation to the next inform~- 800 457 8910 
tion session in-your area, wrate .. . • 
·or call: . · In NY State Only 
. -
- ·TIie Lawyer'• Aui112n1 Ptop-am 
307 EacJe AYe., W. He111p11ead, NV l1552 
-;. Name _______________ _ 
· .. "AJJrcss _______________ _ 
·: Cit~' _______ Stat~ ____ Zip ---
Home Phone _____ Business Phone ----
-;~_-Jnq>o~raii~n with The National Center for Paralegal Training 7 
l"-"Adlm~ 
Itluu:a College Womens Soccer player Sue Kofod battles an opponent during the second half. IC lost 3-1 
Murray, Cohen lead IC 
from page 19 
nett and Stevens leading the Matt Miller will lead the middle swimming the backstroke 
way. Junior Tim collke. distance freestylers while· events will be Stevens and 
sophomore Jay Pedro and Cohen. unguary and Murray will junior Chr!s Martin. Junior Todd 
Freshman Tom Whitelv will also swim the distance events. · Watson w11l lead the bunerflyers. 
hr contributing. · · All-American. school-record Depth in this evet:lt will be pro-
Co-Captain Mike Cohen and hokier Rob D'Alessandro returns vided by junior Mark Ciadella. 
sophomores Jeff Jepson and as tthaca·s top backstroker. Also sophomore Wayne Watson and 
• freshman Tom Farnsworth. ; _ 
Catholic Masses for Parents Weekend 
. 
Saturday: 
Sunday: 
11:30am - Chapel 
"ALL SAINT'S DAY MASSES" 
· 6: 30pm - Chapel 
9:00am - Chapel 
10:30am - Ford Hall 
1: OOpm - Chape_L 
*There will be coffee and donuts served each of the sunday 
masses. Regular mass schedule will resume November , and 9th. 
Looking for a New Opportunity? 
Staff positions are now available 
in ·the 
Egbert Union 
piease attend the 
Informational Meeting 
Tonight 8:00pm 
Chapel 
* you must attend· this meeting to go 
, through the application process* 
• 
All-Americans Bryan Rice and 
Chris Martin will provide Ithaca 
with a strong 1-2 punch in the In-
dividual medley events . 
Talented junior transfer Jamie 
Donovan will add strength to this 
t'vent. Unguary and Rict" will lw 
Ithaca's top breaststrokers. with 
Donovan adding depth. All-
:\meriran Clayton York will 
return as the Homber s' 1op 
divrr. 
Coach . Miller and :\ssistant 
Kevin Markwardt are experting 
,111 S\vimmt'rs to contribute to 
cmother surcessful season. The 
Bomlwrs· home season begins 
on Nowmher 12th at 7:<>0pm 
against much improved lJni\·t>r-
sity of Buffalo. 
HALLOWEEN 
COSTUMES 
· you can uu after 
the-party ia over. 
SHOLLY'S tJ'll.PLtJ'S 
,._,.u.,,._,· 
347f"""8 ........ ~ 
211-t,U 
-0, ......... ,o,,,,- '~ 
' ' 
. . .,. ~ ........... - ...... "" ......... ,. ~ -- .. - .. .,. ... ,_.,,.""' • ,. •• - ..... .a • ,, •• , ,,, ................................... -
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IC men beat Cortland,- 3-0 
By Steven Goldstein tually flawless soccer. The ner just past the outstretched the Bombers to victory, but a pa- Duswalt and Eric Slayton and 
The Ithaca College men's soc-
cer team fell to Division I 
Syracuse University last 
Wednesday by a score of 2-0. 
Despite a 4-1 win over RPI over 
fall break which clinched 2nd 
place in the ICAC and an overall 
record of 10-5-0, the Bombers 
playoff hopes look slim with one 
game remaining in the regular 
season. 
The Bombers (ranked 6th in 
the state, Division Ill) and the 
Orangemen, with a record of 
13-2-2 f previously ranked na-
tionally top 20, 3rd in state, Divi-
sion I) played the first half of the 
gaqie scoreless. Play was 
physical and was kept mainly in 
the midfield throughout the half. 
The Bombers' offense, led by 
Jacques Sholten, Mike Neelon, 
and Steve cope tested Syracuse 
goalie Chris Whitcomb on 
numerous occasions only to 
come up empty, as the 
Bomber's' defense played vir-
Orangemen came up with only hand of a diving IC goalie John tient and controlled offense and sophomore Doug Bellinger. 
a few real chances to score. one Pointek. The reason for the tur- outstanding defense which held Slayton even came up to con-
of which was stopped by naround was, says Lamstein Cortland to very few chances at tribute to the offense with three 
fullback Eric Slayton with a "We pusnect as harct as we real scoring opportunities. near misses for goals in the half. 
sliding kick save just before the could, but after the first fluke From the opening minute of But, just JY2 minutes later, 
ball entered the net. goal, it took the wind out of us." · play, Ithaca dominated play and freshman Peter 'Lambert con-
In the second half, the From here it was all Syracuse, controlled the ball on the Cor- trolled a loose ball and blasted 
Bomber's' started to dominate and with eleven minutes to play, tland end of the field. It was on- a perfect shot from 25 yards out 
the game as Jon Lamstein and Syracuse leading scorer, Greg ly a matter of time until they that dipped just under the 
Steve cope controlled the ball in Kolodziey, took a perfect feed scored, which senior George cros.sbar in· the far comer. 
the midfield. The Bombers out- from Mark Dimonte and put it by Dianni did at the 21:52 mark as he 
hustled the Orangemen and con- Pointek, who had come out to sped down the right wing, leav-
trolled the ball until they found cut off the angle. ing two defenders in the dust 
an opening, which they did, but With a final score of 2-0, the and slid a shot past the Cortland 
continued to fall just short. Bombers had nothing to hang keeper Paul Berkowitz for the 
Syracuse continued to deny their heads about as they were Bombers first score. Dianni and 
the Bombers and_ started to beaten by a Division I team who fellow seniors.Jon Lamstein and 
show why they are a Division I has beaten some of the best Steve Cope continued to control 
powerhouse. Midway through teams in the country. Coach An- the ball on the Cortland end but 
the half, Ithaca started to tire, dy Byrne said that, "We played the half ended at 1-0. 
and coupled with a nagging first well but the injury to Steve The second half saw Cortland 
half injury to Steve cope, the (Cope) and the physical play just continue to be stifled by the 
Orangemen turned the tables. tired us out." Bomber defense of seniors Tom 
Coach Byrne was able to 
substitute freely for the re-
mainder of the game to give his 
future starters some game ex-
perience. As for seniors George 
Dianni, Steve Cope, John Lams-
tein, Eric Slayton, Tom Duswalt 
and Chris Persons it was a fine 
way to finish their last home 
game of their soccer careers at 
Ithaca College. 
When they found an opportuni- The team went on and 
ty, they took a<:tvantage of it as defeated COrtlandState Tuesday 
Scott Ames controlled a loose by the score of 3-0, raising their 
ball in front of the Bomber net final record to 11-5-0. Goalkeeper 
Women lose 2, win 1 
and tucked it in the left hand cor- John Pointek recorded his fifth 
_ shutout of the season and 
By Mike Davidson 
We k • R • lowered his goals against e In evlew average to 0.71. It was not 
· Pointek's heroics thol.U!h that led 
The women's soccer team 
completed its regular season 
scheduled this _week by losing 
two during the week and winn-
ing one on 5aturday to finish 
with a record of &7·1. With the 
two losses. IC's chances of gain-
from page 20 
opening round of play. However 
in the championship round. the 
Bombers were pounded by 
Albany State 5-15, 1-15, 
eliminating them from the tour-
nament. This weekend the 
Bombers will compete in the 
ICAC tournament which will bt 
held at the Ben Light Gym. 
The women's tennis team 
closed out the 1986 season by 
losing to William Smith, 9-0. and 
competing in the state tourna-
ment over the weekend. The , 
Bombers. plagued by inex-
perience, seem to have a solid 
group of underclassmen to help 
rebuild the _team for next year. 
Jennifer Hahn and the doubles 
team of Amy Brofsky and Amy 
Gutkowski were singled out for 
their perf orrnances at the states. 
Bartenders Needed 
Apply in person at 
the Pines this Friday 
between 12 and 3pm 
see Soccor page 17 
~EVIVAl---
HALLowEEN COSTUMES 
'AND SUPPLIES. 
103 Dryden Rd. Collegetown 
273-8200 
For one week onlY, _order and save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete 
details, see your Jostens representative. _ 
JOSTENS 
AMERICA'S COL LEGE R 1 .. G 
Dale Nov. 1 & Nov. 3 · Time 10-3 
Place ITHACA COLLEGE BOOKSTORE . 
: • ·1~•,-,1,!4J}~:~•nh•IL'I lrtt 
,t,,1 
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he NY Mets win· it all 
By Mike Davidson • 
Hats off to the New York Mets. 
hey were picked to win it all 
nd they did it--they are the 1986 
orld Champions for the 
first lime since 1969. And how 
did they do it? A dramatic seven 
game series victory over !he 
American League champion 
Boston Red Sox. The series saw 
the Mets come from down 2-0. 
losing both games at home in 
Shea Stadium. and winning 2 of 3 games in Boston. With the 
chance to win it all in New York 
in Game 6, the Mets saw def eat 
stare them in the face losing 5-3 
with two outs in the bottom of 
the ninth and rallying to win 6-5 
in ten innings. The momentum 
from that dramatic; comeback 
carried the Mets to an 8-5 series 
clinching victory in Game 7. The 
Mets finished that championship 
srason with 116 wins. 
Being a die-hard Red Sox fan. 
1hr series simply leaves a bad 
taste in my mouth. To think that 
the Sox wete one strike away 
from their first championship in 
68 years is hard to swallow. Sox 
fans will never forget Gary 
C'..aner·s two home runs in Game 
4; or Bill Buckner's tenth inning 
error in Game 6 which allowed 
Ray Knight to score the game-
winning run and let the cham-
pionship slip away; or Darryl 
Strawberry. who did not have a 
single RBI until Game 7, hitting 
an insurance home run in the 
last of the eighth inning to seal 
an 8-5 victory for New York. But 
it's over now. and both teams 
can look back to dramatic, gut-
wrenching league championship 
series and an even more 
dramatic World Series. 
Game I- Bruce Hurst vs. Ron 
Darling. The game was a pit-
cher's duel until the eighth inn-
ing when Tim Teufel booted a 
routing ground ball to second. 
allowing Boston to score thr 
game's only run. Hoston 1. New 
York O. 
Game 2- Rogrr Clemens vs. 
Dwight Gooden. This was the 
<!ream pitching matchup which 
everyone was talking about in 
August. Unfortunately (or for-
tunately from the Sox fan·s 
view). an uncharacteristic 
Gooden was tagged for four 
quick runs which led Boston to 
FACE-TO-FACE INTERFAITH RETREAT 
. . 
November 7-8-9 Arnot Forest 
$20.00 (scholarships available) 
See any chaplain to enroll 
leave Fri.Nov.7 4pm return Sun. Nov.9 Noon 
Sign up by November 3rd 
sponsored by the IC RELIGIOUS COUNCIL 
a 9-3 bombing of the Mets. Red 
Sox 2. Mets o. 
Game 3- Oil can Boyd vs. Bob 
Ojeda. The Mets, facing the 
possibility of being swept. sent 
Ojeda to the mound to face his 
1985 teammates. ~ed Sox fans 
were hoping the nightmares of 
Ojeda's days in Boston would 
return. but he was flawless as 
the Mets beat Boston 6-2. Red 
Sox 2. Mets 1. 
Game 4- Al Nipper vs. Ron 
Darling. John McNamara gambl-
ed by pitching Nipper, who had 
not pitched since Oct. 3. in order , 
to give number I and 2 starters 
Clemens and Hurst an extra day 
of rest. The plan backfired as the 
Mets tagged Nipper for four runs 
and the Red Sox could not come 
back. Series tied 2-2. 
Game_ 5- Bruce Hurst vs. 
Dwight Gooden. Hurst came 
back strong again for Boston. 
and Gooden could not redeem 
himself as Boston beat the Mets 
4-2. Mets' fans will never forget 
the chants of :'DARRYL" referr-
ing to the 0-4 night by Ne-w 
York's Darryl Strawberry. Sox 3. 
Mets 2. 
Game 6- Roger Clemens vs. 
Bob Ojeda. Clemens looked 
strong early for Boston and 
Ojeda didn't. However. the Mets 
kept coming back and coming 
bark: In 1975 Boston's carlton 
Fisk was the extra-inning hero 
against Cincinnati with a game-
winning home run. but in 1986, 
a wild pitch by Bob Stanley and 
~n error by Buckner (ohthat er-
ror!~ cost the Red Sox the w oriel 
Series. Sox 3. Mets 3. 
Game 7- Bruce Hurst vs. Ron 
Darling. The series would end 
right where it ~tarted. A quick 3-<J "ing position. · Barrett tied the 
Boston lead seemed World Series record for the most 
meaningless-- and it was. The hits in a series with 13 and also 
Mets stonned back in the sixth broke the record for the most 
inning and went on to win 8-5 hits in post-season play with a 
behind the power of Knight and combined 24 hits. 
Strawberry, and clutch hitting of Well. it's all over now. and 
Keith Hernadez. Mets 4. Sox 3. Mets fans and Red Sox fans can 
It was only fitting that two go back to leading a normal life. 
teams so equal in strength had This article is about as objective 
to fight it out in one game for the as I could be. but boy was I 
championship. Third baseman ready with a biased Red Sox ar-
Knight of the Mets was named ticle if the sox had won. Next 
World Series MVP. Since. rm a week. however. I'll be ready 
Red Sox fan. I'll have to say that with my article about 1986, the 
Marty Barrett, the Sox second- year in Boston sports (Celtics. 
baseman, should have been Patriots. Red Sox). The World 
given the award even though Series saw the best two teams 
Boston lost. Barrett was 8 for 28 in baseball go head-to-head and 
hitting in the series which induct- in the end the best (choke!) team 
ed 9 for II with runners in scor- won. 
Men's swimming team 
looks strong a.gain 
By James Finn 
1985-1986 turned out to he the 
LC. men·s swim team's best 
season in history. Head Coach 
Paulcl Miller guided her team to 
an 11-1 record for the second 
straight year with their lone loss 
coming to Division I Colgatt'. 
In addition. the team captured 
ils first ICAC championship, win-
ning by the largest margin in the 
22 year history of the meet. The 
season was capped by a third 
place finish at the New York 
State Championships and a 
ninth place finish at the NCAA 
Division Ill National 
Championships. 
Even after such a ste\ler 
season. Coach Miller is looking 
for improvement. "We've lost 
some key contributors. but we 
still have the talent and dedica-
tion to have another grrat 
season." 
Those key contributors lost to 
graduation include All· 
Americans .John Vancott. Lee 
Bird. and Andy Hersam. 
Howeve-r. an abundance of 
talent returns along with some 
talented freshme-n. 
Looking to the upcoming 
season. the team will be led by 
five- seniors. Co-Captain Brian 
Bennett. Bill Murray. Todd 
Stt'vens. Mike unguary and 
Clayton York. Sprint freestyle 
will again be the Bombers· top 
event. with All-Americans Ben-
see Swimming page 17 
·----------------------------. 
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THE BOOKSTORE WANTS TO 
HELP YOU CELEBRATE THIS · 
PARENTS WEEKiND. 
ATiC 
GArtDEN 
[fflfXJ)~·ANTJ 
-
"· A 
C 
A· 
C 
0 
L 
L 
E 
G 
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So start celebrating • 
by redeeming these 
money saving 
coupons at the 
Ithaca College . ' · • 
.Bookstore this 
weekend. ' (> · " 
And do not miss .v.•. 
the.opportunity to· 
enter your son or · · · 
daughters naf?le in 
a drawing for a · 
12" BLACK & WHITE, 
TELEVISION 
HOURS: 
Friday, Oct. _31st 0 
9am - 7pm 
Saturday, Nqv.15t 
9am • 3pm 
Sunday, Nov. 2nd 
9am - 2pm 
• 
, ''' ' 
• • 
'$ .80 
DISCOUNT 
for purchases 
• 
$75-$100 
'''It'','' 
Chinese American Food 
118 U7.State Street 
Since 1931 2 72-:- 735.0 
IT'S 11 :00 PM ••.• 
·Do you know where your 
children are? 
DOI 
HAPPY HOUR 
·come. on Down . 
_,. 'and·· 
~ I ,• • •• 
Join Them 106 W. Green St. JUST OFF nlE CO?vlMONS 
.. 272-8393 
., .. > "., • 
_. •' 
,If;_. 
- .... 
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Bombers sting AIC, 31 to 28 
By Mike Brophy the Bombers embarked on a four play;--57-yard drive. Decarr 
The Ithaca College Bombers 
overcame injuries and a resilient 
American International College _ 
Squad to defeat the Yellow 
Jackets 31-28 last Saturday in 
Springfield. Mass. The Bombers. 
coming off an exciting 22-21 vic-
tory at SUNY Buffalo the 
previous week. are now 6-0 and 
sitting comfortably atop the 
ICAC standings. 
five-play, 87 yard drive. The hit Jon Anglim twice and con-
march was highlighted by a 41 nected with Charley Pope on a 
yard pass to Mack. Shawn Huth 34 yard touchdown pass. 
scored on a five yard burst. and Johnston's extra point was good 
Johnston's extra point seeming- and IC led 21-14. 
ly put the Bombers in com- The Yellow Jackets buzzed 
mand. 14-0. right back on an II-play, 70-yard 
The Yellow Jackets came touchdown drive. AIC missed 
back after another IC fumble (the the extra point, however, and 
Bombers fumbled five times). the Bombers were still in front 
they drove 38 yards. all on the by one. 21-20. 
ground. to make the score 14-7 It did not take long for the 
at the end of the first quarter. Bombers to answer back. 
They kept momentum as they Following a 27 yard kickoff 
opened the second quarter with return by Sheldon Walker. 
a 56 yard touchdown drive. Decarr engineered a six play. 
George Betts scored on a seven 52-yard drive. Anglim caught 
line. After a IS yard penalty 
pushed AIC back, quarterback 
Hirsch threw a strike to split end 
Brian Carey for a 27-yard 
touchdown pass. The Yellow 
Jackets completed a two-point 
conversion and the game was 
tied at 28 with 10 minutes left. 
The Bombers put it together 
one more time for a 16 play-ss 
yard drive. The big play was ac-
tually a pass interf erance call 
against AIC · on a crucial third 
down play. Johnston calmly 
came on the field and drilled a 
31 yard field goal to give the 
Bombers their sixth win of the 
year: There were only 53 
seconds left in the contest. 
running back Dave Ralph will in-
vade south Hill Field this 5atur-
day to try to avenge last years· 
epic IC goal-line stand and 15-12 
victory. Game time is 1:30pm. 
• • ~1 
The Bombers started out the 
game in good shape as the 
Yellow .Jackets turned the ball 
over twice. First, senior corner-
back Niall Rosenzweig picked 
off a Dan Nirscn pass. After the 
Bombers turned it back over. 
defensive tackle Dave "The 
Mole·· Molee pounced upon a 
fumble by AIC near midfield. 
Quaterback Mike Middaugh 
directed an eleven-play 61 yard 
drive that culminated with a two-
yard touchdown pass to George 
Mack. It was Middaugh's tenth 
touchdown pass of the season. 
Joe Johnston booted the extra 
point and IC led 7-0. 
yard run and the extra point tied two passes on the drive and 
the score at 14. finished with six receptions for Sophomore outside linebacker 
Oregan Gray. making his first 
varsity start. moved to inside 
linebacker after Joe Marra in -
jured his ankle. Gray responded 
to the change by racking up a 
team-high 21 tackles. The entire 
secondary had an outstanding 
game. limiting AIC to only 97 
yards passing. Mike Miller and 
Tom Tanner also had 
interceptions·. 
Brief notes ... George Mack 
established a new c.areer receiv-
ing yardage record, passingJim 
Duncan (78-81), He now has 1,462 
yards receiving. Rosensweig 
now has five interceptions on 
the season. The IC record is 
eight. Mack needs five more 
receptions to break the school 
record for catches. Marra will 
probably miss this week's. 
game, but will be ready for Cor-
tland State. The Junior Varsity 
defeated Cortland State 22-8 last 
week to improve their record to 
2-3. They close out their season 
tomorrow at Colgate. Hobart has 
not allowed a touchdown in four 
games. Ithaca, ranked fourth na-
tionally last week, should 
move up a notch as third-ranked 
Montclair State lost to 5alisbury 
State 13-6 last Saturday. 
There was no scoring in the 73 yards to lead all IC receivers. 
rest of the half. but the Bombers ' Shawn Huth galloped in from 13 
suffered a setback as Middaugh yards out and Johnston's fourth 
was injured late in the half. The extra point of the day made it 
injury was diagnosed as a 28-20. 
sprained right knee and the The Bomber defense held the 
senior from Pine City will miss Yellow Jackets early in the 
2-4 weeks. fourth quarter. but once again a 
Ray Decarr came on for the Bomber fumble gave AIC some 
Bombers and picked up right new \if e. Shawn Almeida bob bl-· 
where Middaugh left off. He led ed a punt and the Yellow Jackets 
the Bombers on a lightning-quick· recovered·on Ithaca's 20 yard :\fter a Yelllow .Jacket punt, The Hobart Statesmen and 
Sports Review 
By Mike Davidson 
The Bomber junior varsity 
football team be<1t Cortland State 
22-8 last week on the road. The 
IC coaching staff decided to play 
only freshmrn in the game and 
the plan worked well. John Leed 
ran for a onr-yard touchdown on 
tht' team's first possession of the 
game. I .erri finished tht' day 
with 64 yards rushing behind 
teammate Jacques Monte. who 
finished with 75 yards and a 
touchdown to give IC a LS-0 
halftinw lrad. In the fourth 
quartt'f. Eddir Montilla scored an 
II-yard touchdown and James 
Gihlxms kicked the extra point to 
dose out the srnring. 
The women's field hockey team 
t·xtcr'i<led its winning streak to 
four with victories over Scran-
ton. Messiah. Franklin-Marshall. 
and Indiana. The team's record 
stands now at 9-5-2 with one 
ganw remaining in the regular 
St'cL'>On . 
.J, - :\gainst Scranton. halfback 
Darlene Unger knocked in three 
goals to pace the Bombers. 
whilt' forward Maria Kramer 
addt>d two goals and three 
assists. On Saturday. Ithaca 
defeated eighth ranked Messiah 
Collegt> 2-1 in double overtime. 
Unger continued her scoring 
ways as she scored the first IC 
goal on a nice pass from forward 
Nicole Leon to tie the game in 
1 the second half. 1-1. With only 
J {--<, three minutes left in the second 
/ ·ove_rtime, Unger scored the 
,·ttl.' ·.~_._.,_1,1,1: /,' 1; 1, 1 I•'•• 
game-,vinning goal on a penal-
ty comer assisted by Kramer. It 
was Unger's fifth goal in two 
games. Finally on Sunday. IC 
beat 18th ranked Indiana 3-1. All 
three goals were scored in the 
second half by IC. Michelle 
Robillito scored onre. and Lynn 
Decourcey srored twice to pro-
vide IC all the offense they 
would nt>ed. Shots on goal in the 
game were dominated by thr 
Bomtwrs as they piled up 73 
shots to Indiana's 8. 
The men ·s cross country tean1 
was very impressive at the 
IC:\Cs last weekend at RPI. The 
Bombers placed 2nd overall 
with six runners in the top 20. 
John Benson was Ithaca's 
highest finisher in second place 
. with a time ,of 25:32. Also in the 
top ten for IC were Rich Surace 
(fifth) and Michael Griffith 
(eighth). Rounding out the top 20 
for the Bombers were Dave 
O'Connor in 15th place. Steve 
Boyer in 18th place: and Tim 
Lyons who finished 19th. This 
weekend Ithaca will travel to 
Geneseo for the state 
tournament. 
The women's cross country 
team won its third consecutive 
state title last weekend. The 
Bombers beat archrival 
Rochester by a slim 37-55 
margin. The Bombers' top five 
runners finished within 30 · 
seconds of one another to 
secure five of the top II places. 
Janette Bonrouhi finished with a 
' . ' ' ··~-...... Meg Pusey1an Ithaca Colkge field hockey player,attempts to steal the ball from a Messiah player. IC went 
on to win in double overtime 3-1. 
second place time of 17:44:56. 
Michelle Sierant, Colleen Skelly. 
and cathy Livingston came in 
seven. eight and nine respec-
tively. for IC as well. Beth sax-
ton a~ ran an impressive race 
finishing 11th for the Bombers. 
The season continues this 
weekend at Stony Brook wtiere 
the Bombers hope to capture 
f J •"•''It 1. • •' ..... 
the ECAC title. 
The women's volley ball team 
ran its. record to an impressive 
25-9 this week by trouncing both 
Fredonia and St. John Fisher in 
a tii-inatch last Wednesday. 
Against Fredonia, IC swept the 
first two games by scores of 15-11, 
and 15-1. Toe Bombers continued 
• • j 'l'' ' 
the sweep by def eating St. John 
Fisher 15-9 and 15-3. Last 
weekend Ithaca ran into some 
heavy competitioffat their own'. 
Ithaca Invitational. The Bombers 
defeated Elmira. 15-:i 15-2. and.· 
Buffalo. 15-4, 15-12, and lost to -
Messiah: 11-15. 15-13, J2·15 in the. 
see Review page 18 
·, 
